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How to, without getting a ticket,

Find a parking space
By AMY BOYD
Everyone parking their

::ars in campus parking lots
must have a valid parking
!ticker. Prices for these
;tickers range from $6 to $25,
according to the distance
from the campus center with
the closest ones being the
IIIOSt expensive.
A parking sticker for a
Red Lot costs $25 for the
calendar year and gains
access to Lots 1, 2, 5 and 6.
Gold Lot stickers are $18 to
park in Lots 4, 18 and 36. A
Silver Lot sticker costs $12
for parking in Lots 11, 17, 19
and 26. Green Lot stickers

are $6 and these are remote
from the main campus area
(Lots 9, 12, 15 and 20).
Why is it so hard to get a
sticker?
to
Chief
According
Boulware of the University
Police, various methods of
handing out stickers have
been tried but none have
been very satisfactory. This
year they were given out on
a first-come, first-served
basis on weekends. There
were still long lines and the
employees were working on
their days off.
Permits are issued on a
priority system. The order of
priority is : 1) handicapped

people, 2) faculty and administrative
personnel
(excluding
graduate
students), 3) full-time employees, 4) part-time employees and 5) students
(first-come , first-served) .

parking meters have been
.installed in Red Lot 6. This
was previously a faculty lot
that was not
used.

Chief
Boulware
encourages anyone who has an
idea
or
constructive
criticism that might

prove the parking system
write it down and give it
him. All helpful input
aooreciated_._ _ _ __

to
to
is

_

This year Lots 5 and 6 were
changed from Gold to Red
lots. This stems from a
decision made by the ·
Parking,
Security
and'
Traffic Committee partially
because students were using
the ir spaces for storage and
not moving their cars. More
Red Lots were also needed.
As of Monday, Nov. 29,

New int~rnational policy
UMR.
The statement is a result
of work done by UM Vice
A new statement on the President Melvin George
philosophy regarding in- and the provosts. It was
ternational activities was based on papers submitted
endorsed by the University by each of the campuses.
In general, the philosophy
cabinet at its Nov. 4
recognizes that "knowledge
meeting.
It is supported by all the transcends national bounUniversity
of
Missouri daries" and that the UM has
schools, and according to Dr. several related responE.C. Bertnolli, "It is a sibilities: "The university,
melding of the existing four as a part of the worldwide
campus philosophy." Dr. community, has a responBertnolli is the director of sibility to share its learning
the Center for International with other institutions. Since
Programs and Studies at the university is responsible
ByHERALEEN
SPRENGER

to the state of Missouri and
this nation for research that
will improve the quality of
life, it also has the obligation
to absorb and use knowledge
generated in other countries," it states.

see Policy
page4

Nancy Winkler

New parking meters installed in Red Lot 6 across from CivU BuUdtng.

Wixson selected
Dr. Bobby G. Wixson,
acting provost, has been
selected to represent UMR
as campus representative on
the Council of Sponsoring
Institutions of Oak Ridge
Associated Universities.
ORAU is an association of
more than 50 colleges and
universities. Its primary
mISSIOn is to manage
research, educational and
training
programs
in
energy, health and the environment for the U.S.
DeiJartment of Energy and
other sponsors. These opportunities are available to
faculty and students across
the nation.
Dr. Wixson is the link
between the Rolla campus
and ORAU. His role is to help
UM faculty and students
take advantage of thousands
of dollars worth of fellowship
or research opportunities at
national laboratories and
energy centers.
UM
undergraduate
students can spend a summer at a DOE national
laboratory getting practical
experience in their fields.
Graduate students at UM
can complete thesis or

as

campus rep

Special training in health
dissertation research with
funding from the Depart- . physics and the use of
ment of Energy. UM faculty radionuclides is available to
can be awarded DOE funds · UM student groups through
Professional
to participate in ongoing ORAU's
research at DOE labs and Training Programs.
. For application deadlines
make short-term visits to
and more information about
research facilities.

these
and
other
opportunities, write to the
Programs
University
Division,
Oak
Ridge
Associated
Universities,
P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, TN
37830, or contact Dr. Wixson.

ROTC scholarships
SOURCE: OPI
More two- ana three-year
Army ROTC scholarships
will be available for the 198384 academic year, with 40
percent
designated
for
engineering and science
students only, according to
Lt. Col. Tom Bryson,
professor of military science
atUMR.
"The Army's need for
officers
educated
in
engineering and sCience
exceeds
the
number
currently entering active
duty," Bryson said. "The
number
of
available
scholarships will increase
dramatically this year, and,
as an incentive to attract
engineering and science
students to military service,
40 percent will be awarded

only to engineering and
science students. This is an
excellent opportunity for
these students to receive
financial assistance. "
ROTC scholarships pay for
tuition, books, academic and .
activity fees and provide
$100 per month living _
allowance.
The two- and three-year
scholarships are available to
students in ROTC as well as
to those not currently
enrolled in ROTC. Applicants must be U.S.
citizens and must be under
23 years old for two-year
scholarships and under 22
years old for three-year
scholarships (as of June 30,
1983 ).
"Many students worry
about the four-year active

duty
obligation
that
scholarship holders have
upon graduation. But some
of the most exciting jobs for
beginning engineers today
are in the military services," Bryson added. " Our
graduates
use
their
academic knowledge and
gain
invaluable
management
leadership
experience sought by industry . After those four
years of active duty, the
young officer is even more
valuable to industry."
Anyone wishing more
information about Army
ROTC scholarships should
contact Capt. Dan Gifford at
UMR's
department
of
military science, Building T2, or call 341-4740.

Editor's Note : If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p.m. and
we will list it in· the Activities Section of the
paper. No articles submitted will be printed
unless written in complete sentences with proper
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the
Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

HP-41C
The HP-4I C User's Club of UMR will meet Th ursday, Dec. 2, 1982 at
7 p.m . ill Room 100 EE. E lections will be held.

M-CLUB
M·Club meeting tonight at 7 p.m . in CE 114. We will conduct election
at tonight's meeting and all members should attend.
PIflETASIGMA
Phi E ta Sigma National Honor Society will hold its elections
meeting Thursday, Dec. 2 (That 's tonight ! ) at 7 p.m . in Room G-5 HSS. Dean Adri an Daane will speak on gr aduate studi es and gr aduate
school. All activies are encouraged to attend and help make us a
better organization. Refreshments will be served following the
m eeting.
PI TAU SIGMA
Pi Tau Sigma will be having plaque signing tonight, Thursday, Dec.
2 at 6 p.m. in Room 216 of the ME Building. All actives are urged to
attend.
MSM
The MSM Climbing Club will hold its regular m eeting tonight at 6: 30
p.m ., Room 2ff7 Norwood HaIl. The amendment to the constitution will
be presented. T-shirts will be passed out (bring your money if you
have not paid yet) . Everyone is welcome.

HKN
HKN will hold a general business meeting on Thursday , Dec. 2, in
Room 105 EE at 6:30 p.m. Ollicers for next sem ester will be elected.

Missouri Miner

The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the
students of the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is
published weeki y at Rolla. Missouri. The Missouri Miner
featu res activities of the student and fa culty of UMR .
3644 190
Editor·ln·Chief
Ken Donnelly
Business Manager
Cindy Farina
364-2245
Advertising Director Laura Pagano
364-8110
Gary Dusheke, Steve Frick.
Kirk Lawson
Dave Stanfield
364.9792
Managing Editor
Comments
Robin Thompson, Larry
Beck
News Editor
Karen Penney
364-6230
Dave Donovan , Heraleen
Sprenger, Jennifer Barton,
Greg Rinker, Am y Boyd
Features Editor
Sherry Noonan
364.7561
Pat Van Ryckeghem.
Lisa Baganoff. Heidi
Fluegel, Barb T homas,
Janet Ja nsen, Bart Bennet,
Steve Penberthy, Mike
Stroder. Rob Lippert
Larry Tip ton
364-9783
Sports Editor
Greg Wehking.

NSBE
NSBE will hold Its last meeting of the semester at 7 p.m . in the
Missouri Room . Mr. Lawrence Goerge will be the guest speaker.
GDI
GDI will be having its last general membership meeting for this
sem ester on Thursday, Dec. 2 at 7 p.m . In G-3 of the Chemistry
Building. Refreshments afterwards.
UMR FILM SERIES
UMR Film Series, " Burn," 7:30 p.m ., Miles Auditorium,
Mechanical E ngineering Building. Season ti cket or $2. 50 at the door

Photo Editor

If you plan to ' interview
next semester at the Career
Development
office,
a
schedule of due dates for
resumes and registration
cards is printed below.
Time Schedule : First
scheduled, Feb. 2, 1983.
1. Registration Card: May
be
completed
anytime
before Jan. 19, 1983.
Registration is not complete
until this is done. A new
registration card should be
detail sheet, Jan. 10, 1983;
first day of classes, Jan. 13,
1983; first priority sign-up,
Jan. 18, 1983 ; RESUMES
DUE, Jan. 19, 1983 ; first
regular sign-ups, Jan. 19,
1983, and first interviews

completed for the spring
semester .
2. Resumes: a) Leave
unused resumes in your file
and update them with a new
course list. You must also
add your new GPA to the
course list sheet.
OR
b) Complete a new resume
and file 20 copies in your
Career Development office
file.
3. Transcripts: You must
complete a new transcript
request form so the registrar
will send a transcript which
includes your fall semester
grades. DeSignate 1 (one)
copy be sent to the Career
Development office.

Mon.-Thurs. 9· 10 p_m.
No carry outs!

Hwy. 63&Olive

:rim's
~mes
-pJZ za

,-------,
11

of the presidential veto this •
regulation
(affecting
veterans' Pell Grant) is no
longer in effect and the
Student Financial Aid Office
wants to be sure no veteran
is overlooked in re-reviewing
these students' fil es.

Phone 364-8661

Green s:eatshirt

1 Goblet for $10
at the
Co Campus Sales ~o(\
~o'l Table
c,o~
All sales will credit toward
your organization.
Valid this semester only.
-

-
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-

-

-
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tHf IfST FROM HOll nOOD !

O,W1"¥>NWEALTH THEATRES
@.
MOYIE MARQUEE

Iiiii'..~

STARTS FRIDAY
E venings 7 & 9:20
Matinee Sunday 2 p.n

The Most Fun You'lI Ever
"ave BEING SCARED:

C1?"££l'Sl(OW ~
HELD OVER! Evenings 7 & 9
Sunday Matinee 2 p.rn

SYLVESTER STALLONE

364-8345

FIRSTBLOO

*************

John Macke, Joe Deters

34 14312

Giant Pil1a 1/2 Price
With purchase of a pitcher
of soft drink or beer.

I
I
I
I
More grants available I
Any veteran student who
was originally scheduled to
receive a Pell Grant but did
not
due
to
federal
regulations should contact
the Student Financial Aid
Office at once.
Due to Congress' override

Reasonably Priced
Rolla, MO 65401

We now deliver
Friday, Saturday & Sunday Nights.

Spring Interviewing

ADULT OWL SHOW FRI.-SAT.) 1:10 P _M

Subscriptions are available to the ge nerai readership at a
rate of $7 per semester. Articles and photos for
publication in the Miner must be in by 9:00 p.m. on
Monday before distribut ion on Thursday.

303 Rolla Build ing
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401

Expert cleaning
108 W . 7th Street

COUNCIL OF GRADUATE STUDENTS
Ther e will be a meeting of the Counci l of Graduate Students
Tuesday, Dec. 7, at 8 p.m. in Room 208 of the ME .Building. All
gr aduate students ar e encouraged to attend.

Distribu tion

T H E MISSOURI MINER

Quality Cleaners

PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
UMR Photogr aphy Club will hold a m eeting Thursday, Dec. 2 at
7:30 p.m . in the Meramec Room of the Uni versity Center-East. There
will be a photo contest for all members.

Bruce Ba uQman,
Don Anselm, Scott White,
Nancy Reiter. Mike Simms
Tim Farrell
Mark Vollmer. Lori Kelly,
Nancy Winkler. Tracy
Gerhold, Rick Bennett.
Bruce West Rich Bee

ASEM-AIIE
ASEM-AIlE announces the final meeting of this semester, De.
6 :30 p.m ., CE 117. WlIIiam Bobo of Monsanto will speak, refreslunt
wlll be served and ollicer elections will be held. AU enginee,
management students are encouraged to attend.

"A To ta l M(l~ I l.' rpi(Xl'!"
fI)()"" IiLl~TI.[f' AlllglI:II' ..

Sellers-Sexton
Hwy 63 S. Rolla
364-7300

A THOUSAND AND ONE

EROTIC NIGHTS
TIle Story Of Scheherazade

,
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r. Yu named Curators' Prof.
SOuRcE:OPI

englneerng at National
Taiwan University In 1950,
an M.S. In civil engineering
at
Oklahoma
State
University In 1955, and a
Ph.D.
In
structural
engineerng
at
Cornell
University In 1960.
Before coming to UMR, he
was research engineer and
senior research engineer at
the American Iron and Steel
Institute, New York City,
and staff engineer with TRW
Systems, Redondo Beach,
Calif.
In addition to teaching
graduate and undergraduate
courses
In
structural
engineering at UMR, he has
directed or participated In 11
research projects funded by
grants
totaling
about
$430,000.
Three
major
research
projects
are
currently under way. These
include a preliminary study
of automotive structural
components using highstrength steel sheets. He is

also revising a recommendation on load and
resistanCe factor design of
cold-formed steel and reevaluating web crippling
strength of cold-fonned steel
beams.
He is the author of "ColdFormed Steel Structures, "
the first textbook In the field
of thin-walled cold-formed
steel structures, which is
used throughout the world as
a text and reference. He is
also the author or co-author
of several other technical
books and of some 76 .
papers
and
technical
presentations.

10

Dr. Wei-Wen Yu, professor
of civil engineering at UMR;
was named a University of
MIssouri
Curators'
Professor at the meeting of
!be UM Board of Curators in
Columbia.
The
professorship
is
awarded to outstanding
schOlars with established
reputations
in
their
professiOns. Yu is the fourth
UMR faculty member to
receive the honor. Previous
UMR recipients are Dr. Stig
Friberg, chemistry; Dr.
David Summers, mining
engineering, and Dr. Delbert
Day, ceramic engineering.
Yu is an internationally
known authority in structural
engineering,
parUcularly in the field of coldformed steel structures.
Yu joined "the UMR faculty
in 1968. A native of China, he
received a B.S. in civil

Is ,

Madrigal Dinners

ghts.

O~~
CI

ward

Yu has been the director of
six international specialty
conferences on cold-formed
steel structures. He has also
directed or lectured in sevenshort courses on cold-formed
steel structures.
" Dr. Yu's research acstructural
tivity
in
engineering, particularly In

private gifts and funds
The menu this year indonated for the UMR
cludes prime rib, tossed
Madrigal
Dinners
and
salad, twice-baked potato,
Choral Development. "
broccoli, tomato parmesan,
The price of the dinner and
hot rolls, vanilla ice cream
evening's entertainment is
with strawberry topping, tea
$10 per person. Fliers with
and coffee.
reservation
The pre-dinner reception . detachable
forms will be available
begins at 6 p.m . A "wassail"
within the next week at Rolla
ceremony
signals
the
area banks and at the
beginning of the formal
university's Cedar Street
program at 6:30 p.m. and
Center, Books 'N' Things,
dinner will be served at 7
Logos Bookstore, Reader's
p.m. Entertainment will be
Alley, or at the music office,
continuous tfiroughout the
105 Harris Hall, on campus.
evening.
Reservations may be
"The music is that which
made by mail only and must
was performed during the
be accompanied by payment
Elizabethan era," says Joel
for
the
full
amount.
Kramme, UMR assistant
professor of music and
see Madrigal
producer/ director of the
Madrigal Dinners. " The
program is supported by
page4

SOURCE : OPI
The
UMR
Collegium
Musicum will present the
annual Madrigal Dinners at
6 p.m. Dec. 9, lO and 11 in
Centennial Hall, University
Center-East on campus.
'Ibis year's theme is "An
Elizabethan
Entertainment. " The decor and
costumes of the performers
will be centered around a
general program of music
from the Elizabethan period.
A short
Shakespearean
excerpt appropriate to the
mUSic will precede each
selection.
The selections, in turn, will
be presented by the various
ensemble groupings (both
vocal and instrumental) of
the Collegium Musicum.

[-=O=:~~=~y~~~~-==,~

8 Oz. Chuck .. _.. _... $2.79
6 Oz. Ribeye .......... 3.07
7 Oz. Ham Steak ........3.02
8 Oz. Filet ............. 3.65
10 Oz. Top Sirloin ...... 5.00
~ 12 Oz. K.C. Strip .. . .... 5.96
~ 12 Oz. T-Bone ....... -.. 6.92
lnciUdes Potato or French
Fries & Texas Toast

~
ONE

rrs

l

Chicken Fried Steak .. . $2.30
Catfish Sql,lares . .. ..... 3.03
Chicken . . ..... . ...... 3.35
Shrimp ........... . ... 3.95
Spaghetti ....... . ... . . 2.60
Ravioli _.......... . . . . 2.60
H~mburger & Fries ... . . 1.92
Fish & French Fries ..... 1.92
Ham Sandwich & Fries .. 1.92

~

~

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EVERY MEAL.

G&D STEAK HO USE

M::::::Nac:::::::::wv

H

ac:::::::::w.-

*-

~ia~:._~a:~~ w_k
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
H ac::::::zc
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the field of cold-formed steel
structures, has brought him
national and International
says
Dr.
recognition,"
Joseph H.
Senne Jr.,
chairman of the UMR
department
of
civil
engineering. "His research
findings have been used to
improve
design
specifications issued by the
American Iron and Steel
Institute (AlSI) and to
prepare
AlSI
technical
publications. In addition, as
a result of his research and
efforts
in
continuing
education, UMR is an internationally
recognized
center of excellence in the
field of cold-formed steel
structures. "

Cold-Formed
Members, Council
for
Structural
chairman of the Structural Connections, member of
Stability Research CouncU's advisory committees and
Task Group on Thin-Walled chairman of a subcommittee
Construction, member of of the American Iron and
committees of the Research Steel Institute.

The
new
Curators'
Professor has been active in
professional organizations,
acting as a reviewer, a
member " of an editorial
board, and chairing and
serving on several standards
and specifications committees. These activities
ilJclude past chairman of the
American Society of Civil
Engineers' Committee on

Dr. Wei-Wen Yu named CUrator's Prof~r at the
meeting of the UM Board of CUrators.

Christmas music
SOURCE : OPI
The UMR Choir and Orchestra will present a concert of Christmas music at 2
p.m. Sunday, Dec. 5, in the
First Baptist Church, Ninth
and Cedar streets, Rolla.
The public is invited to attend and there is no admission charge.
The choir of 47 voices and
42-member orchestra are
directed by Joel Kramme,
assistant professor of music
atUMR.

According to Kramme
. 'Included in the program
are three Christmas hymns,
by Michael Praetorius,
found originally in two early
publications of Protestant
hymn books (16005) ." They
are " The Son of God a Child
is Born," "En Natus Est
Emmanuel"
and
"The
Fruitful Seed of Jesse. "
Three movements from " In
Nativitate
Domini"
by
William Byrd will also be
performed.
These
are
" Hodie Christus Natus Est, "
" 0 Magnum Mysterium, "

and " Beata Virgo"
Blessed Virgin).

<0

These selections will be
followed by "Magnificat" by
Giovanni Battista Pergolesi
and "Carol Fantasy" by
Norman Lockwood. "Carol
Fantasy" includes "Deck
the Halls, " "We · Three
Kings,"
"Away
in
a
Manger," " 0 Tannenbaum"
and " When the Winter Sun. "
The University Choir and
Orchestra will perform
again that evening at Fort
lR.onard Wood.

Planned Parenthood
Central Ozarks
SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN

81RTH CONTROL exams. supplies. instruction . NATURAL FAMILY
PLANNING . PREGNANCY TESTING and exams. PROBLEM PREGNANCY
COUNSELING on all options: parenthood. adoption. abortion. VENEREAL
DISEASE T1!STlNG . STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals. COUNSELING
on problems related to sexuality and reproduction. EDUCATION. FILMS.
PAMPHLETS.

SERVICES ARE CONFIDENTIAL
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM- the fundamental right of every individual to
decide freely and responsibly when and whether to have children-is a
reaffirmation of the principles of individual liberty upon which this
country was founded.

ROLLA CLINIC
1032 B Kingshighway (314) 364-1509
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Review Sessions
TH 8 ME 104
Henderson, Powell, Raphael
TH 21 CHEM G3 Coleman
Joiner
TH22 CE 117
TH 2,4 CE 114
Garver
DAY, DECEMBER 7

Dec. 2. 1982 """.

International policy
Participating in carefully
selected international activities is another responsibility it names. Such activities include those which
contribute to education of Its
students or broaden the
UM's research

More specifically, the
activities should result In
opportunities 1) for study
abroad programs, 2) for
faculty to extend the Impact
of their research and
teaching beyond the camfor
students

to enrich the intellectualljnd
cultural life of the UM, and
4) to support development of
educational institutions , in
other countries.
Dr. Bertnolll claims that
the statement is a step In the
direction. He

frompage1

plaiDed, "We need an International philosophy 10
belp ~ the University 01
Missouri, Missouri and the
nation to evolve In the m., ~
ternational world of the Grad
future."

Pyron, Whaley, Childress
Keith
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8
CHEM5
PHYSICS 23
PHYSICS 24

H-SSG5
CE114
CE1l7

Hardke
Cole
Brown

DAY, DECEMBER 9
Penas, Lucas
CHEMG3
Ciazzo, Perry
CE114
Oglesby
CE117
The review sessions will be

ta~ght

from 7-9 p.m. and

sponso~ by Stu~!.!t Council! ~ ! ! ! !

·······GOOD LUCK ON ALL YOUR FINALS·······

·M adrigal Dinners
from page3
Reservations
will
be
assigned in the order
received.
For more information, call
341-4185 between 10 a.m. and
4 p.m. , Monday through
Friday.
Requests
for

reservations should be addressed to Madrigal Dinners, 105 Harris Hall, UMR,
Rolla, MO 65401, and should
include payment in full and a
stamped,
self-addressed
envelope for confirmation

ACT forms
,,,~i.
III

:I

Financial aid forms (the
ACl'
Family
Financial
Statement) for the 1983-84
academic year are not expected to be available until

after Jan. 15, 1983. When
they do become available
you may receive them in the
hall outside the Student
Financial Aid Office.

•
CIA spying
SOURCE: CPS
WASmNGTON, D.C.
The Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) no longer has
to tell if it has recruited at or
spied on college campuses, a
federal appeals court has
ruled.
The appeals court in
Washington, D.C., last week
said the CIA didn't have to
tum
over
documents
the
requested
under
Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) by University of
California student Nathan
Cardels, who was trying to
discover if the CIA had been
recruiting foreign students
atUC.
The three-judge court
ruled the CIA would undermine
its
own
effectiveness if it was forced to

let CardeIs see certain
documents, and "the work of
foreign intelligence agencies
would be made much
easier" on U.S. campuses.
Since most FOIA lawsuits
are heard in Washington,
D.C., the ruling affects some
125 campus FOIA requests to
find out about CIA recruiting
on c3!1lPUS, its debriefing of
traveling professors and
students, and its alleged
spying on foreign students,
says Susan Schaffer, the
American Civil Liberties
Union iawyer who presented
Cardels' case.
The
U.S.
Student
Association has also sued the
CIA to release documents
relating to tile agency's
surveillance of the student
group. The case is pending.

EVEN STRAIGHT liS CAN'T
HELP IF YOU FWNK TUITION.
Today, the toughest thing about going
to college is finding the money to pay for it.
But Army ROTC can help-two
ways!
First, YOu can apply for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition,
books, and supplies, and pays you
up to $1,000 each school year it's
in effect.
,
But even if you're not a
scholarship
.
ROTC can still lp
with financial assistance-up to $1,000
a year for your
last two years in
the program.
For more
information,
contact your
Professor of
Military
ARMY ROTC.

BEAUYOU CAM BE.

2 & 3 Year Scholarship Applications Available

Contact:

CPT. Dan Gifford or
CPT. Bob Martin
Army ROTC 'Bldg. T-2) 341-4740 341-4742
Two roommates needed for spring semester in Town and Campus
Apt., across from Civil Engineering. Rent: $85/month. Call Mark or
Ed, 364-5467, after 5 p.m.
Dear Blue Pals,
We still want to know your secret! You better leave your doors
unlocked every Thursday night from now on ...
Your Wild American Women

Looking for a band, preferably rock 'n' roll, that needs a mal
vocalist. Can sing harmony (tenor ). Have 11 years' experiellO
singing a varelty of music (weddings, choirs, Jackson BroWllE
CSN& Y, Cat Stevens). If interested in hearing me, call 341-3277 an
ask for Mike.
Ride needed, after finals, to New York City. Wlll share expense
Please call Hany, 364-0545.
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Grade Appeals

Council approves changes
By HEIDI FLUEGEL
There will be several
changes concerning UMR.
Several changes directly
involve the students and
departments.
TWo items which went
before
the
Academic
{;ouncil, and were passed,
were the grade appeal
procedure and the time
concerning the period of
appeal.
The
grade
appeal
procedure has been changed
to the following. The changes
are italicized.
GRADE APPEAL
PROCEDURE
Source: 1982-83 Manual of
Information, pp. 63-64.
Approved changes are in
italics.
A. The grade appeal
procedure is available only
for review of alleged
capricious grading, and not
for review of the judgment of
Instructors in assessing the
quality of students' work, or
for questioning the state
grading criteria selected by
the instructor. Only a
student who alleges he or she

was subjected to capricious
grading may use the grade
appeal procedure.
B. Capricious grading, as
that term is used here,
consists
only
of
the
following:
1. The assignment of a
semester grade to a particular student on some basis
other than those related to
academic performance in
the section;
2. The assignment of a
semester grade to a particular student by more
exacting or demanding
criteria than were applied to
other students in the same
section. (NOTE: Additional
and/or different grading
criteria may be applied to
graduate students enrolled
for credit in a course
numbered below the 400
level) ;
3. The assignment of a
semester grade by criteria
that represent a substantial
departure from the instructor's previously announced criteria.
C.
The grade appeal
procedure shall consist of
the following steps:

consistent with the ~tated
grading criterlil.' "Areport of
the ad hoc review group',
with the student's semester
grade, shall be forwarded by
the department chairperson
to the Registrar's Office.
The second item concerns
representative) of the in- the limitations on scholastic
structor's department, -6Rll- probation. The addition is
the dean (or the dean's italicized.
designated representative)
"If you are on scholastic
of the instructor's school or probation, you may not hold
college, and a third member office in any student
student and the instructor to be appointed by this dean organization. You are not
fail to reach a mutually from his or her faculty. The . required to resign from an
satisfactory decision during student and the instructor organization in which you
this discussion, then the . shall be allowed to appear are a member, but you may
student may proceed to step. before the ad hoc review
not pledge, be initiated into
group. The decision reached or
join
any
other
2. The student shan contaN by the ad hoc review group organization. Appeal to the
the chairperson of the in- on the question of alleged
above regulation may be
structor's department and capricious grading shall be initiated in the Student
request that he or she serve binding and final on both the Activities Office. Failure to
as a mediator during a student and the instructor.
submit the completed appeal
0 .- If capricious grading is form within ten (10) school
discussion
/:Jetween
the
student and the instructor. If substantiated by the ad hoc
days following notification of
review group, the student the probationary status by
the student and the inshall be assigned a grade the Student Activities Office
structor fail to reach a

1. The initial step in the
grade appeal procedure
shall be for the student to
review with the section Instructor the semester grade,
the stated grading criteria,
and how the stated grading
criteria were applied to
determine the student's
semester grade. This step
must be initiated within 30
days after the first class day
of the succeeding regular
academic semester. If the

mutually
satisfactory
decision
during
this
discussion, then the student
may proceed to steD 3. The

student shall inform the
Dean of Students at this

Jjoint that an grade appeal
process is in progress. The
student shall request, in
writing, that the department
chairperson Inform the instructor and convene an ad
hoc review group composed
chairperson (or aeslgnarea

Tracy Gerhold

and even full-ride scholarships are given out for
cheerleading.
Our
cheerleading
squad
is
sponsored
by
Student
Council and the members of
the squad receive no
scholarships, and not nearly
the support which they
deserve. Most of the squad
were cheerleaders in high
school and say it is worth all
the hours spent practicing.
Congratulations to this
year's cheerleaders for a job
well done. They are, in
alphabetical order:
Roger Coxon, captain, a
junior
in
aerospace
engineering from St. Louis ;
Darla Birdsong, a junior in
engineering management,
from Poplar Bluff; Will
Emory, a freshman in
Geophysics,
from

HAR
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Cheerleaders!

Although
professional
football is just getting under
way again after the strike,
college football is over for
the year. It means the end of
a long season and many
hours of practice for the
players. It is also the end of
many long hours of practice
for the UMR cheerleaders.
Though it is true that not as
much emphasis is placed on
sports at an engineering
school as compared with
other schools, there are
some students here who
think that sports, and in
particular, school spirit, is
very important. So important that they devote a
good part of their free time
to it. At some schools, partial

One of the many pyrani.tds that the cheerleadlng squad performs. "One, two, three,
everybody smUe! "

was added to the regulation
in order to avoid the problem
of a student, who is on
scholastic probation and
appeals halfway through the
semester, arguing that his
term is almost over and now
someone else will receive
credit for his term.
The third Item was passed
by the Board of Curators'
meeting, and deals with the
nuclear program and the
humanities
and
social
science department. The
board decided to establish
separate departments for
the
metallurgical
and
nuclear engineering. In the
College of Arts and Sciences,

The spiritedUMR

By PAT
VAN RYCKEGHEM

Ie

will result in automatic
denial of the appeal. This

FOR ALL YOUR
Warm-Ups
By Adidas, Speedo. Winning
Ways & Bonn ie Sportswear.

Wide Selection
of Sweaters &
Long Sleeved Tees

***

'~

Milwaukee, Wis. ; Eileen
Glynn, a junior in geological
engineering, from St. Louis;
Lori Harlan, a junior in
mining engineering, from
Joplin; Rod Hilburn, a junior
in electrical engineering,
from Raytown ; Steve Kane,
a freshman in computer
science, from Tucson, Ariz. ;
Janet Landers, a sophomore
in computer scence, from
Devils Elbow ; Kim Moiner,
a junior in engineering
management,
from
Ellisville; Greg Monroig, a
junior
in
chemical
engineering,
from
Washington, Mo.; Colin
Ohler, a freshman in
aerospace engineering, from
Kansas City, Mo. , and Ellen
Tierney, a
senior in
engineering management,
from Sullivan.

BELL

GOODS

341-2666
FALL & WINTER NEEDS
We corry

Adidas, Pony, Nike,
Converse & Tiger
Basketball Shoes

27 Models in All!

* *, * * * * * * * * * *
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The rising cost of

Textbooks
By ROB LIPPERT

As the end of the semester
approaches, many students
are faced with the question
of what to do with that
dreaded
history
or
philosophy book. Well, there
are two options open to
students. You can keep it as
a treasured keepsake of that
class, or you can resell it to
one of the two bookstores. Most of the time, one of the
bookstores is more than
willing to accept a used book
back. PrOvided, that is, that
the book is in usable condition, and that the text will
be used in the coming
ACCOrding to
semester.
University
Bookstore
Manager Dan Klingenberg,
the going rate for a returned
book is 50 percent of the
book's original retail price.
After the book is bought
from a student, the book is
cleaned up and rebound if
necessary (the cost of this,
right now, is about $3 per
book). The book is then
marked up to 75 percent of
its original value, and sold to
UMR students or to a usedtext book wholesaler, where
it is distributed to other
colleges and universities.
Used-book sales account
for about 25 percent of the
bookstore's total book sales.
Used books, however, account for most of the profits
made on all book sales. The
bookstore, according to
Klingenberg, after paying
the expenses of shipping the
book and paying other
overhead on the book, barely
breaks even, and often even
loses money on the sale of a
new book.

Even though the bookstore
does make a profit on its
used-book sales, its greatest
profits are made on novelty
items, such as T-shirts, and
other items with the school's
logo on them, and on school
supplies. The bookstore is
generally 10 percent higher
than area discount stores on
most school supplies. One
item, for example, Pentel
lead HB, costs 68 cents at
Wal-Mart discount stores. At
the University Bookstore,
the same lead, the same
amount, costs 80 cents.
Looseleaf paper, notebooks
and Bic pens are also considerably more.
Another question that is in
students' minds is " How
much are books going to set
me
back
for
next
semester?" The answer is
not much more than they did
this semester. According to
Klingenberg, book prices
shouldn't fluctuate much for
the spring '83 semester. The
greatest fluctuations occur
during the summer, when
book prices change almost
unpredictably. K1ingenherg
has no idea at this time as to
approximate prices for next
fall. Prices depend on the
publishers and what their
. prices are at that particular
time.
As for getting rid of books
from this semester though,
students
should
have
relatively
little
trouble
unloading the most hated
"survey course" books on
the bookstore and actually
getting some money out of
them as well as that. much
cherished economics or
psychology education that
they received from them.

Change
the board created separate
departments of psychology,
philosophy, life sciences,
history and political science,
English, economics and
applied arts and cultural
studies. The department of
applied arts and cultural
studies would include the

from
page5

music/ art/ theater program,
speech and media studies,
anthropology/ sociology and
foriegn
languages. The
departmental changes will
take effect on July 1, 1983.
These changes are not expected to create any new
administrative costs.

ENGINEERING
TAKES ON EXCITI
NEW DIMENSIONS
IN
AIR FORCE.

astronautical. civil.
e lectrica l. mechanical and
nuclear. Hundreds of diverse
specialties are included in a wide
variety of work settings . For
example. an electrical engineer
may work in aircraft design.
space systems. powe r production.
communicat ions or research.
A mechanical engineer might be
in vo lved in aircraft ·tructure
design, s pace vehicle launch pad
constructi on. or research.

L"llIl Plll~T·gl'lIl' r illl'd d~':-- I.!.!11 (III 1Il\(."-.tIJ!;ttlllg
... trul'lur<tl-.tn'Il,l!th::- and \\\'jlklll".. :-t':-.

Deve loping and managing Air
Force engineering projects could
be the mos t important. exc iting
cha ll e nge of your life. The
projects ex [end to virtua ll y eve ry
e ng inee ring frontier.

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
COMES EARLY
IN THE AIR FORCE

8 CAREER FIELDS
FOR ENGINEERS

\It Fu rn'
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En.l(inecrillg opportullities ill
th e :-\ir Force illclude these
ei.l(ht cilreer areas: aeronaut ic;i1.
'll'l'OSP'ICl'. arc hitectural.

Dear Carl ,
Please (orgive us ! We didn't realize you were such a sensitive
person about ... you know? Are you very sore with us? Can you still
see the teeth marks? We are truly sorry i( we gave you the wrong
impression, it really can be a lot o( fun! !! We are very sorry i( we
marred you (or life ; after all, such a sweet and considerate young
person should never have to deal with a bunch o( crazed and in-

;\ lost :-\ir Force ellgilleers
hill'e complete project
responsibility early in their
cilreers. For ·exilmpk. a first
li e utellant directed work on a
Ilell' airborne electronic sl'stem
to pillPoillt radiatillg tilrgl:ts.
Another l'llgi neer tested the jl'l
l'llgille,,; for ach-,\\lced tililker ,\\ld
cargo <Iircraft .

toxicated young girls as ourselves.
Truly sorry,
The Girls o( I Phelta 1bigh
WANTED : Female to share large, private, extra-nice mobile home
in Woodcrest (or spring semester. Will consider renting room with
separate entrance to male student. $125 per month includes utilities.
Call Bartl. 364-4579.

OPPORTUNITIES

IN THE NEW

USAF SPACE COMMAND

Recently. the Air Force
form e d a new Space Command.
Its role is to pull together space
operat ions and research and
development efforts. focusing on
the unique technological needs 0
spclce systems. Thi s can be ,'our
opportunity to join the tecHn° th at
del'e!ops superior space systems
as the :-\ir Force moves into th e
lwent "-first centun·.
'I(; learn more a'bout how \'elU
ciln be part of the team. see ,:our
Air Force recruiter or cilll ou'r
Engineer Hotl ille toll free
1-800-531-5826 (in lexcls call
1-800-292-5366). There's IlO
obligation .

WANTED: One male student to share a house with two otI
students. One block from C.E. Building. $50 a month plus utilities. (
341-2622.
B.L. Y. (Sad Eyes),
Keep your chip up! We care.

Th
~~u~r~sd~a~y~.~De~c.~2~.~1~9~8~2__________________________~________~M~IS~S~O~U~R ......................................................... .

Groundwaves

6Dear Santa ... '
help us to forget that we just
went from "poor" to "even
poorer college student"
status.

By C-SPACE AND
GRIMICE
Dear Santa Claus,

How have you been? How
baS Mrs. Claus been? I've

beMd she was pretty good. I(
not, you've still got eight
reindeer (tiny ones at that).
I beard some pretty interesting reasons as to why
Rudolph's nose lights up.
(Some of the better ones
were in my abnormal
psychology class. )
. We have been very, very
good boys this year (as long
as you didn't watch too close
... ), so we know you'll be
sympathetic to our position.
'!be list is longer this year,
but you of all people should
know that since our tuition
baS gone up, we can't afford
to indulge our every whim
and fancy as we used to. We
feel the following items will

businesses that's actually
turning a buck.) How about a
fabric softener that controls
static cling that can be ad·
ded to the wash? or a heated
toilet seat for those cold
winter mornins:!s?

. Let us begin with the
simple bare necessities of
life:
1) Three or four sure fire
opening lines for meeting
women.
2) More women to meet.
3) Better places in which
to meet women.
4) A grant in the form of
credit (a tab) at No.3 with
which to study the effects of
No.1 on No.2 above.

And to show that we're not
entirely
selfish,
Santa,
here's a request from us for
the Ayatollah Khomeini.
Send him a case of ExtraStrength Tylenol capsules
for those headaches we're
sure he's getting from
running
his
Islamic
Revolution.

Now that we have the
essentials out of the way,
let's move on to the finer
things in life:
A toboggan for the
toboggan run in front of
Parker Hall would be nice,
along with 50 shares of
preferred stock in Auxiliary
Enterprises (one of the few

Thanks a lot for listening,
Santa. To help show our
appreciation for all you've
done, Mike and I would like
to give you something in
return - one free request to
be played on KMNR next
time you're in Rolla. It's the
least we could do.
P.S. What kind of cookies
do you like?

Attention December Graduates Only
Free Copy of "Go Hire Yourself an Employer"
This is a great book because
it tells you how to tap the
hidden job market. 80 % of the
$6.95
jobs are never advertised. They
are in The Hidden Job Market.
It stresses what you, the
indiVidual, can do for the
employer rather than what the
employer is going to do for
you. The methods outlined in
GO HIRE YOURSELF AN
EMPLOYER take you past
bureaucratic personnel de·
partments to the level where
you want to work. You'll learn
the art of interviewing for
information, and through it find
judgment jobs-jobs you won't
see advertised in the
Help·Wanted ads. Read this
and then GO HIRE YOUR·
SELF AN EMPLOYER.
Whether you now have a job
or not, this book will be
valuable for your career
advancement.
Gas companies can't wait to
send you their credit cards.
Local stores invite you to drop
in and look around . Your mailbox is stuffed with offers, promises and
congratulations.
You're a hot commodity. You're a potential big earner. That's why everyone
wants to sign you up now.
And you may as well enjoy this special attention while you can. Because it
won't last.
Your sudden popularity will vanish as quickly as it came.
From then on, no one will be handing you anything. From then on, you work
things out for yourself. And one of those things is life insurance.
Fidelity Union life has a plan designed for you. Our Field Associates (average
age: 28) are specially trained to handle your unique needs. And more college
seniors have started with the Fidelity Union life Plan than with any other
company.

Go Hire
Yourself An
Etn~loyer

Ken Oonnei:."

Do you know where on campus thJs photo was taken? See Page 17 for the answer.

By MIKE SIMMS

There are only 105 days
left until the 75th Annual St.
Pat's Celebration, it's time
to get psyched. Christmas is
rapidly" approaching. What
COUld make a better or more
economical Chrisbnas gift
than St. Pat's green? All of
Ibis year's "green" items
are in. The price list is as

foIIows:

Sweatsbiris
Green

White

$8.50
$9.50
$7.50
$6.50
$3.00

Goblets
$3.00 sweatshirts
will
be
$2.00 available, so be sure to get
Tumblers
Garters
$1.00 yours now.
Buttons
$ .50
The st. Pat's coupon found
$3.25 in this edition of the Miner
Visors
$3.00 can be used the rest of the
Derbies
$3.50 semester.
Any
coupon
Ball Hats
$3.50 redeemed at the campus
Stocking Caps
$3.00 sales table will count toward
Coasters
Paper Weight
$4.00 your organization's green
Help make st. Pat's 1983 points. There is no reason
the Best Ever by buying lots not to use your st. Pat's
of green.
coupon and save.
I( you haven't noticed, the
Do you realize! !
new special edition 75th
UMR's
st.
Pat's
anniversary white sweat- celebration is older than shirts are on campus now. The Model-T Ford, Mickey
This is going to be the only Mouse and, believe it or not,
y_ear these special edition MTV.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!~

Classif ied s ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

REWARD: $20 reward for recovery of or infonnation leading to
recovery of an lIP-41 calculator lost In the Mlnlng or M.E. BuIlding
tile week before 1banksgivlng. If you can help, please call 341·2239.

The College Young Republicans Is having an organizational
meeting Dec. 7. If Interested, please call36H009 and ask for Tom. All
Ip!stIoos wUI be answered.

Here's to sister NIni,
sister NIni, sIster Nini ...

These basic guarantees are yours if you can qualify. (You must be a US citizen
or resident alien. As a student you qualify on a special basis, you cannot qualify
on the same basis after you graduate.)
1. Guarantees security for loans.
2. Guarantees cash for emergencies.
3. Guarantees cash for investment opportunities.
4. Guarantees you will be able to buy life insurance in the future, no
matter what.
5. Guarantees retirement income for life, cash cannot "run out."
6. Guarantees immediate estate in case of death.
7. Guarantees cash continues to increase in case of disability.
8. Guarantees minimum $135,000 cash at age 65 in case of disability with
all deposits made for you.
9. Guarantees to at least double your estate in case of accidental death.
10. Guarantees at least a $350,000 estate paid·up in case of disability.
We are America's number ONE financial plan for college educated young
adults. There can be no deposits until quite some time after you start work.
Get in touch with us today by returning the coupon below or calling.

r-----------------------------------,
Jus1 fill out the coupon. return it to us and we will deliver yow gift, along with

I
I
II

complete details about programs tailored to your personal needs. I certify that I am a
l)ecember Graduate. (Mus1 mail by Dec. 6 to qualify.)

I

Name

,I

I

I

School Address

I
II
I

City

,

,

,
State

Zip

Major
Date of Birth
Telephone
Return to: Rich Meier, P.O. Box 296, Rolla. MO 65401 Or Call 314·364·5268

L_:::.':::·.:::~::~~~.::.'!'::::e=.:==:~_"=~:.

_________ J

I
I,
,

--.E.~
Thursday. Dec. 2. 1982
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Qualities needed for - ~success
.

By BARB THOMAS

As the semester comes to a
close and, for some lucky
ones, school comes to an end,
career goals and attributes
that influence success are
becoming more important.
In a recent issue of the
Technical Idea Exchange
magazine, an article was
on
the
two
presented
previOUS topiCS. The sections
I have included here are
those that can benefit all
future engineers.
First, your career goals
should be long-range goals
that have importance to you.
They should rI!flect what you

really want to do, rather
than a given position or title.
You need goals as targets to
shoot for. But, at the same
time, you should keep your
plans flexible because you
and your values change with
time.
Although your goals have
to be tailored for you, you
can gain some insight by
observing others who have
already reached the goals
you have in mind. You can
perhaps
determine
the
factors that seem to be their
strong points and the ones
that helped them get where
they are. Thus, you can
evaluate whether your goals

are realistic and are consistent
with
your
aspirations. You can also
assess the requirements
needed to meet them.
In addition to career goals,
you also need attributes that
can be an influence 1.0 your
success. Some of these attributes are your technical
capability, your desire to
succeed, hard work, selfconfidence,
dependability
and
consistency,
good
judgment, enthusiasm, your
communicative
ability,
intestinal fortitude and a
sense of humor.
Your technical capability
goes almost without saying.

~ay, 1

..

~
~

/

It is the very base of your
engineering career. You
need an area of expertise to
make you stand out. Since
technology is expanding in
every area, this requlres
continuing study on your
part, along with the experienceon the job.
A desire to succeed is one
quality that is universal for
anyone who moves up. This
desire can compensate for. a
deficiency in almost any
other area. An individual
who might be a little short on
ability but who is properly
motivated by the desire to
succeed will put in the extra
effort to get the required
results.
Hard work is another
necessity
for
success.
Success is predicated on
your willingness to work
hard. It has been said that
"many fail to recognize
upportunity because
its
favorite disguise is hard
work."
Self-confidence is also
important. You have to

develop
confidence
in
yourself and your ability.
You have to know you've got
it bef~re . anyone else will
recogruze It.
d
Be.ing dependable
consistent are two qualities
that management always
looks for. They w~t a
person who always achieves
the expected results or
better. .
.
Good Judgment IS .another
pnme qUality, but IS more
elusive and harder to define
because it enC()mpasses so
~any others. TWo ~peclally
Important mgredients are
intellectual honesty and
decisiveness.
Another important attribute is enthusiasm. All
managers like to work with
engineers who are enthusiastic. Enthusiasm is an
attitude that you should
develop. It is vital!
Another area that is very
important, but is usually
slighted in our academic
training as engineers, is our
ability to communicate.

.a.n

Learn how to get your JIOIDt
across. One of our bl. .
problems today is in COInmunication. Many people
SOllf
have a hard time gettIDg
reports and technical papers ~N,
written. This is where you
in
can get a definite edge CIII ~een
yourcompe~tion.

rde¢W

Intestinal fortitude Is a
definite necessity in any job.
Intestinal fortitude is haW.
the guts to hang in there Wltb
the stamina to see it throu&b
and to cope with some
discouragement along !be
way.
Finally, one must always
have a sense of humor. Ooo't
take yourself too seriously,
that is, develop a healthy
sense of humor. This doesn't
mean being a
clown, but
agreeable frame of
that makes others
your conversation.
good antidote for
it is good . for your
pressure and for the
of your group to be able
laugh now and then.
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MISSOURI'S NEWEST AND ONLY SKI RESORT.

Mark Vollmer

'I

Second City performers were In Rolla Nov. 18 for a night of fun and entertainment.
A large crowd fllled Centennial Hall and the company was well worth it.

Big bucks for

Chow down

By MIKE SIMMS

The week of Nov. 1-4
served as the dates for this
semester's
Theta
Tau
Omega Pizza Night. The
week proved to be the best
ever since Pizza Nights were
started some 11 years ago. A
total of $779 was raised by
Theta Tau in cooperation
with Pizza Inn. This money
will be combined with next
semester's
Pizza
Night
earnings and the total
donated to a local Rolla
charity.
The top contributors were:
Tech Engm'e
$120
·19ma NU
72
S

TKE
Pi Kappa Alpha
Phi Kappa Theta
RHA
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Phi Epsilon

n

Zeta Tau Alpha
Beta Sigma Psi
Chi Omega

23
23
20

On behalf of Theta Tau,
Pizza Night Chairman Joe
~

a

~

The Missouri Miner wUl print free of charge any
party ann~uncement for campus organizations
which are submitted before 9:00 p_m. Monday at
the Miner box in the Rolla Bulld1ng. Announcements shoud be submitted a week before,
Hand in announcement in paragraph form with
t
comr1ete
rfri- ' - ~ sentences (Read: no flyers). We canno
rices
for
alcoholic
beverages_
P
P

fil
47

'1:l
26

25

(20 days for the cost of air fare to Denver)
Six great trails. Ranging in length
from 500 to 1600 feet, you're sure
to find a slope that's right for you .
100% snow making capabilities. Our slopes are oPen all season
long, professionally groomed and
completely lighted for non-stop skiing fun .
Chairlift. Our triple chairlift and
five tow ropes provide you with as
much actual skiing time as possible.

Equipment rental and ski
school. We 've got it all! Our complete daily equipment rental and ski
school will get you on the trail your
very first day.
Rates. Hidden Valley is open 7
days a week beginning in midDecember, 1982, with 'round the
clock skiing on weekends beginning in January of 1983.

BYJ '
With
J

ur 50

'month

lied Sla

Satunlay and Sunday,
g·oo a m to
. p.m.
..
$ 16.00
4:30

lir first
.. "' J'r

='c-'

!

•ur "It!
of

."

"'DO'"

~
All other times

DELTA SIG'SEND OF THE WORLD PARTY
Delta Sigma Phi will hold one last FUTILE and INSANE act before
finals' week begins. The " End of the World" party will occur Thursday, Dec. 9, from 8 p.m.-I a.m. at Three Fraternity Drive. Plenty of
refreshments for everyone.

T.J!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!25!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
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SKI HIDDEN VALLEY
ON YOUR CHRISTMAS BREAK

Equipment rental

15.00

Ii!ed an a

1IJp

11.00

mbl~ ~

-
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llisands I

"",!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!D!!I~S~CO~VER WINTER FUN ON MISSOURI 'S NEW DOWN HILL RUN .

Classifieds ;::;
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Classifieds !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'= ~a,,,,o
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Looking for a great CHRISI'MAS GIFT to buy someone? Give a
ATIENTIONI Pm ETA SIGMA MEMBERS
socket set or maybe a set of wrenches. Assorted tools for sale. Call
Has it been four semesters since you were first Inducted Into Phi 364-0075 after4p.m., ask for Brian
Eta Sigma? If not, you are still an active member, and Phi Eta Sigma
66359
needs your support. Come to our eJections meeting Dec. 2 at 7 p.m. In
G-5 H-SS and discover what's happening In Phi Eta Sigma. BE AN J.M.,
AcrlVE! BE AN OFFICER!! BE THERE !! ! Refreshments will be
Those Questions are STILL screaming out for answers. '
served foUowing the meeting.
58160

MJcheleT., 2nd OoorT.J.,
__ .
Thank you for the excitement you provide each meal. Your ~
techniQUe In consuming smooth creamy ice cream cones is exquisite.

Keepup~goodJobs.

~.,

.

L.P.

FOR SALE: Women's hiking boots size 7, new. Contact Leslie, 36f
0064 .
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Jeanne Dixon rumor unfounded
MA - ~m~
the dark of
Halloween night, a mass
murderer was to have snuck
Into a women's dorm at Holy
cross, and destroyed several
of the residents.
He was also to have been
conunitting mass murders
at SI. Bonaventure, Niagra
University,
Villanova,
Providence
College,
Stonehill College and just
abOUt any other eastern
catholic college with a
women's dorm.

lite e<:lgeY wbere in

n.
"!jtude'
in an IS
Ide is ~ l.
in there ~

MISSOURI MINER

The mass murder that a spate of publicity and even
never was turned out to be . some panic, a Dixon
just this year's version of the spokeswoman denies there
seemingly-annual
Jeanne was ever any such predic·
Dixon rumor.
tion.
Asked how such rumorsAs has happened at least
Julie
Burdette,
once during each of the last begin,
secretary,
four school years, a rumor Dixon's
began
circulating
that speculated, "I guess people
syndicated psychic Jeanne get a kick out of doing that
Dixon had vaguely predicted sort of thing. It's pUblicity.
(Dixon) is probably right
a mass murder of women
students on a certain type of nine times out of 10, and this
campus in certain dorms is why they pick her."
that had certain characBurdette says the only call
she got on this year's rumor,
teristics.
And, as has happened in which had the mass murder
all the previous years, after happening in a women's

dorm on a "small, eastern
Catholic college," was from
a terrified Virginia woman
who had a daughter at one of
the schools.
Reaction at the schools
themselves
was
considerably more widespread.
at
Security
directors
Villanova,
Providence
College and St. Bonaventure
reportedly kept extra officers on duty on Halloween,
to guard as much against
panic as against the phantom.

The prediction, according
to rumor, originally was
made by Dixon on the "Merv
Griffin Show," or prtnted in
the National Enquirer and
the Syracuse Post Standard.
But Dixon has not been on
the Griffin show for years, a
Griffin spokeswoman says.
The
Enquirer
dropped
Dixon's column years ago,
and the Post Standard could
find no such Dixon column in
its files.
In 1981, a supposed Dixon
prediction had residents of

Arizona State's Manzanita
Hall exhibiting what one
security
officer
called
"hysteria."
The year before, a rumor
had the psychic predicting a
murder on the "top floor of
the largest women's dormitory in the largest dormitory complex in the
country," and caused considerable fear at Penn
State's Brumbaugh Hall.
Ball State University and
Western Maryland College
were named in similar
"predictions" in 1979.

Miserable squad
By MIKE STRODER
Hello and good day.
Today, it is my privilege to
conduct a rare interview with a man whose very job
defies definition. This is
"Mr. X" - captain of the
"Miserable Squad." First,
Mr. X, just what is the
"Miserable Squad?"
"Well Mike, we are best
described
by
example.
Everyone has had one of
those wretched days where
they wish they had never
gotten out of bed. Your test

was at 8:30, but you could
have sworn it was at 9:30 ; all
of
your
bills
arrive
Simultaneously; the neighbor's German shepherd has
just eaten your cat; 999 out
of your 1,000 job applications
come back with rejections,
etc. Well, our job is to
coordil13te these miserable
days so as much that can go
wrong, will."
"~rt of like the enforcers
of Murphy's Law~ in other

paranoid was right .. there
really is somebody out to get
you."
" You are employed by the
university, aren't you? "
"Yes. Our squad was
developed several years ago
to try to 'prepare our
students for the real world,'
if you will."

words?"

see Squad
page10

"Exactly! See, the class

MINER GAMES
10th & Rolla
(Old Shell Station)

Open 11 a.m.-Midnight
Monday-Saturday
1 p.m.- Midnight on Sunday

ki
n·

Brass quintet

;~

ur
7

d·

By JANET JANSEN

,e

n·

I.

With 50 concerts over a
four-month period in the
United States alone, with
their first tour of the Orient
and their 12th consecutive
tour of Europe, the Annapolis Brass Quintet is
indeed an active performing
group. The versatile ensemble performs in places
from the world's · concert
balls before audiences of
I thousands to village greens
.......J in towns of 200 inhabitants to

~

s~~y
id~

Tuesday, Dec. 7, the An- performing classical and
Christmas
napolis Brass Quintet will be contemporary
appearing in the Cedar pieces for their audiences.
Street Center at 8 p.m. The The concert will include a
program titled "The Spirit of. traditional English and
Christmas Brassed" is also Spanish carol medley and
the name of their 1977 selections from the Italian
released album.
Renaissance, such as "The
Twelve Days of Christmas"
Members of the Annapolis and "0 Come, 0 Come
Brass Quintet say the horn, Emanuel. " Welcome the
trombone, tuba and trumpet Christmas celebrations with
are the best instruments for a concert, Tuesday. The
expressing
Christmas Fine Arts Committee of the
carols. For 10 years, they Student Union Board is
have been putting those presenting the ensemble and

- - - - - - - - - - - - TWO FREE GAMES------------

TWO
FREE
GAMES
Only 1 game free per day
Offer good Dec. 5-11, 1982

____________ TWO FREE GAMES

adrniSSiOOln~is~f;ree;'!!"'!'!!!!"'!'!!!!"'!'!!!!"'!'!!~~;;;;;;;;;;;;~:ic;:;iii::is_;;;;;;;:;;;;;::::::~
!!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Classifieds !!
Classifieds.
Rolla, Mo.

words

into

practice

by

6

BeckyL.,

There was dressed a lady in white
Who was unusually bright:
She. when questioned a tad,
Said, "I'm the lady from Glad."
Well, almost, but not quite.

", -.- .I->--..----

There was a young lady from Glad

Who was unnaturally sad.
Though her suit was still wtllte
And her bags sealed tightShe was tired of being an ad.

NEEDED: Female roommate for spring semester. Nice apartment, furnished, like pets, quJet and comfortable studying atmosphere. Good Price!!! Please call me TIllS WEEK!!! 3&Hl997.

(What do you expect from a Mr. Clean limerick?)

Poofter,
Try not to get " wounded" at Pearl Harbor. Your nose can't take
much more.
-one Black Italian

SteveC.
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Study ·abroad
Scandinavian Seminar is
now accepting applications
for its 1983-84 academic year
abroad
in
Denmark,
or
Finland,
Norway,
Sweden. This unique learning experience is designed
for
college
students,
graduates and other adults
who want to study in a
Scandinavian
country,
becoming part of another
culture and learning its
language.
One-semester
programs, only in Denmark,
are also now available.
After
orientation
in
Denmark and a two to three
week intensive language
course, generally followed
by a family stay, students
are placed individually at
Scandinavian Folk Schools
or other specialized institutions, where they live
and study with Scandinavians
of
diverse
backgrounds. 'IlIe Folk

are
small, seminar program has been
Schools
residential
educational awarded by more than 150
colleges and
communities
intended American
mainly for young adults. universities upon recomBoth
historically
and mendation of the seminar
socially, these colleges have staff. However, students who
played an important part in require an academic tranthe development of the script may qualify to receive
Scandinavian
countries. one
through
the
InMidway through the folk ternational Programs Office
school year, all the seminar of
the
University
of
students and staff meet in Massachusetts.
the mountains of Norway to
discuss progress and make
The 1983-84 fee, covering
plans for the spring. A final tuition, room, board and all
session is held at the end of program-related travel in
the year to evaluate the Scandinavia, is $6,200. Apyear's studies and ex- plicants may apply for
periences. Because the supplementary interest-free
Scandinavian countries are loans and grants, awarded
small, open and accessible, on the basis of need and
the year provides an qualification.
The
apunusually rich opportunity plication deadline is March
for the student to explore his 1,1983.
or her particular field of
For further information,
interest by doing' an in- please write to: SCAN.dependent study project.
'DINA VIAN SEMINAR, 358
Amencan academic credit N. Pleasant St., Amherst,
for participation in the MA01002.

,I

Students enjoy the unusually wann November weather.

Nancy W inkler

Squad
"Your tactics are not just
limited to those miserable
days, are they?"
"No, we try to keep a dally
effort. We sponsor many
things that go unnoticed by
We work
with
most.
professors to try to schedule
every possible test into a
two-day period. We also
have ringers in every class. "
" Ringers?"
"Yes. Ever notice the
inevitable guy in every class
who ruins the curve? Or our
squad that always sits in the
front and asks stupid

from page9

our Parker Hall team. These
questions?"
"Your agents?"
two have inflicted more
"Yes. We're also in charge misery ... oh, I've let the
of climate control in the time go. Excuse me, but I
to
a
meeting
buildings across campus. have
We're the reason why sabotage."
" Thank you, Mr. X. It has
students have to wear heavy
coats in some classrooms
been informative. Good day
when the atmosphere in the
to all and just remember Humanities-Social Science
there really is somebody out
Building resembles that of a
to get you !"
bamboo steamer, regardless
of outside temperature."
,. • • • • • • • • • • • •
" Fasci nating. Do you have
•• USED RECORDS
••
any other tactics that you
are especially proud of?"
:
& TAPES
:
" Well, we're proud of our • Bought. Sold & Traded
•
Rayl Dining Hall squad and.
ONE HORSE
•

'!"'!!!!!!!'!"'!!!!!!!'!"'!!!!!!!'!"'!!!!!!!'!"'!!!!!!!'!"'!!!!!!!'!"'!!!!!!!'!"'!!!!!!!'!"'!!!!!!!'!"'!!!!!!!'!"'!!!!!!!~ Classi :

BOOKS &
RECORDS

:
•

Meno{SigmaChiMu,
Thank you {or the party and dinner. We had a great time! Let's do it
again sometime.
LitUeSigmas

•
•
•
.

Desperately need a roommate to share a nice two-person apartment
{or sprtng semester. Walking distance {rom campus. Rent $115 per
month plus utiJilies, but will negotiate! Call Jim or Carl at3&Hl'T76.

:
364-2244
:
~ ••••••••••• .J

808 Pine
In Downtown Rollo

•
•
•

Ian. 3-8 OR Ian. 10'-15
Aspen/Snowmass

Winter Park

$229

$189/Jan.3-8
$169/Jan. 10-15

Breckenridge

Steamboat

$199

$189
Vail

Crested Butte

$229/Jan.3-8
$175/Jan .. 10-15

$l69

Complete Trips Include:
6 Days and 5 Nights Deluxe
Condominium Lodging
4 Full Days of Lift Tickets
Mountain Picnic
Ski Races with Prizes
Ski Jamboree Party
Option~l Air Transportation
Summit Offers
Extensive experience in handling
over 10,000 skiers
Fully computerized
reservation service
Licensed and bonded protection
Group purchasing power
Professional staff on location
Complete prices including all taxes
and service charges
Contact Your Local Representative
Linda Hardesty

364-6993
or
Cathy Mueller

341-2479
or

1-800-392-2718

eoou
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Job outlook is 1Jleak and scary'
SOURCE: CPS

ITHACA, N.Y.
"It
really ' looks bleak and
scary," says Dawn Levine, a
senior at Cornell. "I live with
six other girls, and our
parents are always sending
us articles" about how still
the job market is these days.
All of them - Levine, her
roommates, their parents aren't moaning without
cause. This year's college
grads are chasing the fewest
job prospects any college
class has had for decades, a
variety of observers say.
There will be fewer jobs
this year than last for
engineering, business and
liberal arts grads, according
to the College Placement
Council (CPC), a trade troup
of campus employment
counselors.
Michigan State's annual
survey of some 600 employers found businesses will
probably hire 17 percent
fewer grads than they did
last year.
And while they say they'll
be paying the average new
employee 2.8 percent more
than they gave those from
the Class of '82, "the real
dollars earned by the Class
of '83 will be less than the
Class of '82. " says John
ShIngleton,
MSU's
placement director.
Northwestern's
annual
Endicott Report is not yet
ready for publication, but
NU counselor Victor Lindquist says the student job
market is the worst it's been
"in 25 years. "

The CPC's Judith O'Flynn
Kayser says she hasn't seen
this kind of tightening In the
job market since 1975, in the
wake of the Arab oil embargo.
There aren't many bright
spots. Federal government
hiring
traditionally a
major consumer of liberal
arts grads - "is flatter than
a pancake," Shingleton says.
The CPC found a 12 percent drop in demand for
engineers, and a 4 percent
drop in demand for business
majors.
Northwestern's Lindquist
notes, "the industries that
are remaining strong (in
recriliting.college grads) are
beneficiaries of defense
contracts,"
particularly
companies
dealing
in
"militarized electronics. "
But some " militarized"
companies don't agree.
"Projections for high tech
(hiring on campus) appear
to be pretty flat ," says Rod

Hanks, manager 01 salaried
personnel at rJockheed in
Burbank, Calif.
" My requirements are
down 25 percent," adds John
Kubeyka,
employment
manager of Sperry-Univac
in Blue Bell, Pa. "I don't
anticipate any change. "
Gail Marshall of United
Technologies'
personnel
office says decentralization
makes it hard to gauge her
firm's recruiting efforts this .
year, but she does volunteer
that "it is definitely not a
good time to be a graduate
out on the street looking for a
job."
"I have seen increases in
two areas: the number of
students walking into the
office and their level of
anxiety," says Thomas
Devlin, Cornell's placement
director.
at
Student
traffic
placement centers around
the country does seem to be
up this year. A fifth of Los
Angeles
City
College's
student body has used the
school's placement office
says
since
September,
Student Personnel Office
Coordinator Jose Ruiz.
There are also more
students at St. Louis
University's
placement
office, where counselor Dr.
Susan Dayrlnger notices "an
Interesting change in the
type of person we are seeing.
About 25 percent are
alumni."
Her office has helped
people who graduated 20- to30 years ago, she says.
Currently-enrolled
students, moreover, are
coming In with lowered
expectations.
Students last year came In
concerned with salaries,
says University of South
Carolina Director of Student
Services Len Maiden. "Now
the Interest is whether there
is a job out there."
Cornell student Levine,
who works at her campus
placement office, recalls last
year's engineering students
bragging about the number
of job offers they'd gotten
even before beginning the
formal interviewing process.
"Now they come in
discouraged. "
There are exceptions. A
recruiter
at
two-year
Georgia
Southwestern
College had trouble finding
students to interview during
a recruiting visit the week
before
Thanksgiving,
complains a college administrator.
The administrator, who

asked not to be named,
expects " some students may
go to the Houston and Dallas
area" to look for work when
the term is over.
Cornell
students
are
" saying
I
would
go
anywhere," Levine reports.
Insisting on finding a job instate last year, now they're
willing to go to "Washington,
CalifOrnia, the cities In the
West."
About the only "confident"
Cornellians are computer
science majors, she says.

Indeed, most counselors
do think computer science
majors are among the more
fortunate grads this year.
The onJy area the CPC
predicted an Increase In
hiring was in science, math
and technical jobs.
" The industries that are
showing the best opMichigan
portunities,"
State's Shingleton says, " are
the hospitality and computer
Industries."
"Accounting will hold up
pretty well," he also
predicts.

" This is a great time for
math and science majors,"
concurs South Carolina's
Maiden.
At the State University of
New York-Albany, computer
science is the lone bright
spot, says Mary Ellen
Stewart, career planning
director.
Even amid the gloom,
Shingleton advises, "Keep In
mind that most college
graduates will have jobs by
graduation
time."
He
predicts 17 percent of this

year's seniors will fail to get
jobs by the time they
graduate, compared to an
average of 13- to-16 percent
over the last five years.
For those who remain
unemployed, even that last
refuge - grad school - is
more inaccessible.
"Some of my friends are
discouraged about going to
graduate school," Levine
says, because they're unsure
about getting financial ald
and their ability to repay it if
the job market doesn't
improve.

FOllowing is a list of canpanies that IoIill be recruiting durIng the Spring 1983
recrui ti~ season. List subject to change.
FEBRUARY 2
aJrns & /t[k)nnell
Central Illinois Public Service
ESL, Inc.

Exxon
Harris Corporation
PPG Industries
Public Service of ()dahana
Texaco

Texas Eastman
Texas Utilities

La~e

~erican Electr ic Power
Jlmerican tilnagutlent Systems
Corning GlaM

Olem ical
..bhnston/HACro
"'ytag
Olin Cor poration
Q..1aker Oats
Shell Ccmpanles
Texas Power & Light
{X)w

fEBRUARY 3

Inland Steel
I'btorola
PPG Industries
Texas Eastman

FEBRUARY 15
~

II

~craft

IBM
Northern Indiana Public Service
?PG Industries
.siemens Allis
FEdRUARY 7

Ik>w OlEmical
G:ls Service Canpany
International Paper
M:::Graw Edison
Puritan Bennett
Shell Canpanies
FEBRUARY

16

~rporated

Carmonwealth Edison

Ebeing-Wichita
carrier Ai,' Conditioning
Could, InCOl'porated
Kohler Callpany
U.S. !:\teel
Union Electric

Q>noco

fEBRUARY 8
~

fueing CallJ1lter Serv::'ces
Edwin Cooper
General M::ltors
Procter & Ganble
Union Electric
FEBRUARY 9

~

Bell Systems
General !'btors
Missouri Pacific Railroad
Peabody Coal
Procter & Gtlnble
Union Electric
FEBRUARY 10

Bell Systems
Ceco

General tt>tors
NCR-Wichita
Norfolk Southern Corporation
FEBRUARY 11

Bell Systems
Eli Lilly & Caupany
Fluor Mines & !-'etals
Ford M::ltor Conpany
hewlett Packard
..hhnson Controls - Indiana
M::>rse Olain, DiY. of furg Warner
Oscar Mayer
Public Service of Indiana
Republic Steel
York, 01 v. of oorg Warner
FEBRUARY 21.1
~

E-Syst.erus
Kaiser AIU'tlinll!l
!(ans;!.s C1 ty Power & Light
3M
"bbiL Uil

ilTE Cor;,lf'''ation

Fisher Controls
Kansas Gas & Electric
M:::Graw Edison
Sbell Ganpanies

FEBRUARY 25
Bechtel
Bendix
!:eta General
Getty Oil
..hnes & laughlin Steel
Los Angeles Water & Power
M.W. Kellogg, Incorporated
Pacific G:ls & Electric
Parker Hannifan
Stone & Weaster
Texaco
Um.on Carbide
U.S. Naval Weapons - Olina Lake
FEBRUARY 28

~corporated

Dresser Atlas
Bnerson Space & Defense
I'll rata , Incorporated

",PCO
Northern Illinois Gas
Northrup Corporation
Scott Air Force Carrnunications
The ~stin Conpany
U.S . Air Force - Rolla recnllting

FEBRUARY 18
~
LUpont
Frito Lay. Incorporated
..hhnson Controls
I'hrathon Pipeline Canpany
/i::D:;mnell Couglas
Public Service of Colorado
Union Oil of Call Cornia

FEBRUARY 21
Aeronaucical Systerns - Wright
Patterson AF'B
Analog Devices - S6niconductor
Analytical Sciences Corporation

GJ1f 011

NL Industries
Panhandle Eastern
Sei9Uograph Services
Wisconsln Power & Ll.ght
HARm 2
~5

Power & Light
Control ceta
General Electric
Grar.ite City Steel
Gulf Oil Canpany
NL Industries
HARm

HARQ{ll
~rcraft

Ceca Corporation.
M3.rtin l13.rietta
Roclcwell International
SchhllIberger Central Region

""ne

HARQ{ 111

No intervie\.lS scheduled
MARa; 15

BethlehEm Steel
Internal Revenue Service
NOAA - Seattle, Washington
Westlnghouse

MAROI 17-18
~OLIOAY

MAROl 7

MARm

16

HAROI 21
No

interviews scheduled

HARen 22

SJrlington Northern
Kerr ltGee
HARQ{ 23

Kerr M::Ciee

HARa; 8

fmsted Industries

70. Pine Rolla. MO
Call 36.-62.7

""ne

U.S. Industrial Olemicals
U.S. Naval Seas Sysr.em Gatmand
United Telephone '
WateMoiaYs Experiment Station

HARa; 1.1

Associated Electric Coop
Sunstrand
Trane
U.S. Gypsun

Family Restaurant

HARm 10
Fluor Corporation
Gearhart Industries
Intel
M:trUn I'tirietta
Pfizer, Incorporated
Rockwell International
Schlunberger Central Region
Sonat, Incorporated

Bethlehem Steel
Internal Revenue Service
NASA - ..hhn F. Kennedy
Westinghouse

FEBRUj,R Y 22
A. B. Chance
Arkansas Best
Central Illinois Ll.ght
Olevron
n.llc States Utility
Standard 011 of 1\Jlsa
Texas Instrunents
Uni versal Electric

-SST Banquet Hall
Serving from 5:30 a.m . to 15 min. till 8:00
Open 6 Days, Closed Sunday
PLATE LUNCHES-NOON & EVE.
-STEAKS -SEAFOODS
-CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS
"Homemade pies"

Borg warrlo!r Corporation
Butler I'tinufacturing Canpany
Gearhart Industries
General I>.inanics
Honeywell, Incorporated
Intel
Professional Services
Sonat, Incorporated
Stauffer Olemical
Naval Avionics

3

Hallmark Cards
Houston Lighting & Power
North Star Steel
Texas Instrunents - Semiconductor
Tinker AfB - <l< City Air Logistics
U.S. Naval Weapons - Fleet Analysis

FEBRUARY 23
A.B. Chance
Aloo.
Arkansas Best

HARa; 9

Ik>well
General Electric
Gramte Cl ty Steel
Ingersoll Rand
Teledyne 1£C
U.S. Naval M3.terial Catrnand

Anaconda. Ericson
Colgate Palmolive
Control Systens, Incorporated
Lever Brothers
3M Canpanies
San Diego Gas & Electric
Sargent & Lundy
Schlll!lberger Central Region
West Texas Utili tles

Che>rOn

Square 0
Stauffer Olenlcal
Trane
U.S. Naval I11re 131and Slllpyard
U.S. Veterans AaDinistratlon
Welex, Div. of Halliturton

HARm 1

Anheuser fusch
Control tata
FEBRUARY 17
Black & Veatch
LUpont
Fisher Controls
M:::]):)nnell D:>uglas
Natural Gas Pipeline
Petro -Lewis
Williams .Canpanies

Chub & Jo's Restaurant

Carry Out Orders
Kenneth & Ruby Thorpe

Bendix
Coles I'bultrie Electric Coop .
Kansas City Power & Light
Texaco
Texas Instrunents

FEBRUARY I II

DAROlM

rxxc;n-

F'EBRUAt~Y

Texaco
.
Union carbide
u.s. Naval Weapons - Olina

HARQ{ 25, 28, 29

No 1nterviews scheduled

FLETCHER'S

ICE CREAM PARLOR

1005N . Pine
Mon .-Sat. 11 a .m .- l0 p .m .
Sunday 2 p .m.- l 0 p .m .

FREE with coupon
Coffee o r Small Soda
with sandwich

MISSOURI MINER
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So.cial security

Must be dealt with
By DR. GEORGE

S.BENSON
In a recent article, the
eminent economist, Dr.
Hans SennhoIz, wrote:
"Let us assume that a
married
person
who
regularly paid his payroll
taxes since the initiation of
the Social Security System
retired after 20 years of
coverage, on Jan. 1, 1957.
" Let us also assume that
he
contributed
the
maximum payable under the
law. From 1937 through 1949,
he contributed 1 percent on
$3,000 annual income, $30 per
year, or a total of $390 in 13
years.

.

II

"'!.,

" In 1950, he paid 1If.!
percent on $3,000 or $45.
From 1951 through 1953, his
payment amounted to l'k
percent on $3,600 or $162. In
1954, ' the payment was 2
percent on $4,200 or a total of
$168. Altogether he paid no
more than $837 during the
first 20 years of coverage. If
we add an equal amount of
'employer
contribution,'
which actually came out of
his pay, his total contribution to the System

amounted to $1,674.
"In 1957, this payment
entitled a retiring couple to
receive $162.80 in' monthly
benefits, which since then
have been raised to $516 per
month. In other words, in
1957 they received in 10
months and eight days the
equivalent of their total
contributions. His life expectancy,
however,
amounted to approximately
13 years, hers to 18 years. If
they are still alive today, 23
years later,
they are
every
three
collecting
months and eight days what
they paid in since the
beginning.
Their
total
benefits have exceeded
$50,000 on total contributions
of $1 ,674 or 30 times more
than they paid in. "
If this doesn't illustrate an
inequity, what would? If this
doesn't make clear why the
Society Security program is
in economic straights, what
would ?

To present the facts on a
current basis, consider this
comment
from
Congressman Latta of Ohio :
"A worker retiring at age
65 in 1982 who has paid the
maximum tax on the

maximum
earnings
allowable under the law will
have paid $14,766 into the
trust fund. This person will
receive $8,148 annually in
monthly payments of $679
during his or her retirement
for benefits of future retirees
plus all subsequent increases provided by law. A
nonworking spouse of this
worker will also be eligible
for an additional 50 percent
in retirement benefits at age
65 notwithstanding the fact
that ,no contributions were
made by said spouse into this
account number.

Li§TeN, \tJ,~iTe HOU§e 7
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"The actuaries say a
worker retiring today can
expect to live an average of
15 years, thereby drawing a
minimum of $122,220 ' in
Social Security benefits ... . "
American
business
authority Peter Drucker has
pointed out that the claims
can be satisfied only out of
future
production.
The
people who work must
produce a surplus of goods
and services and then be
willing to hand that over for
the benefit of the retirees .
When the increased· income
of the worker equals only
half of what he must payout
for benefit payments will

those earning be willing to
pay the estimated 40 percent
payroll tax necessary to fund
these benefits? This is a
question which must be
faced now, not later when
they might have much more
serious complications.

Just in Time for Christmas

Easels

Display your pictures or signs . For artists to work at .
excellent for home . office. students. Adjustable.
collapsible for convenience . Sturdy aluminum . 5
colors .

$45 each

III

1425 Hauck Dr .
Next to Bruno's
Rolla, MO

_
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~etorators
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walk inc

International
Tours of Rolla

c:-1iIII........

St. Louis to Denver $

One Wa y

107

No Charge For Our Services
1023 Kingshighway

341-3300

Saturday 10:00-1 :00
Weekdays 9-5
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Hot Miners off to 4-1 record
Vikings who combined for 38
total points.

By SC01TWHITE
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Miners fought their way

back in the losers bracket to

While turkey and dressing
Nov. 20th found UMR in St.
hung heavy in the stomachs
of many Missourians, the Louis to take on Washington
UMR Miners completed the . University. Once again the
first five games of the 1982-83 Miners had the hot hand in
season. Getting off to one of the field goal department
their best starts in years, the canning 33 of 65 for a 51
UMR
l\fIners' ~rd now stands at percent average.
coasted to a 76-57 victory on
4-1.
the strength of a wellbalanced attack including
'lbe cagers opened against
MissOuri Valley on Nov. 19 at Curtis Gibson's 2O-point
Rolla. On the strength of 56 performance. The Miners
percent field goal shooting dominated every aspect of
the game, out-distancing
the Miners opened up a IID-30
Washington U. in rebounds
halftime lead and were
never seriously challenged 50-35, assiSts 22-12, steals 7-3
as they took an En-76 decision and blocked shots 6-3.
over the Vikings. Curtis Cannon finished with 14
points, McDowell 10, Dave
Gibson led the way for UMR
Moellenhoffeight, Dinsdale
with 22 points followed by
eight, John Pfannkuch eight,
Rickie Cannon with 16, Todd
Wentz
six
and
Rob
Wentz with 14 and Joey
Goodenow with two points to
McDowell with 13. Ken
Dinsdale
and
Stan round out the scoring.
Shuemaker combined for 10
Springfield, Mo., and the
points and seven assists off
Evangel Tournament were
the bench. Qpportunities to
break the game wide open the sites of the Miners' next
three games. After dropping
eluded the Miners as they
the first game 63-94 to the
had their problems conOklahoma
taining the forward duo of overpowering
80wan and Logan of the Christian College team the

Gridmen make

All-Conference
By JOHN GALT
Ten Miners made it to this
year's All-Conference squad,
with four players named to
the first team and six to the
second. Four other UMR
players made honorable
mention.
The first-team choices
were seniors Bob Pressly at
defensive
tackle,
Paul
Demzik at defensive end,
Randy Hauser at cornerback
and sophomore Mike Shafer
at fullback. Pressly and
Hauser were both secondteam choices last year and
were unanimous selections
this season.
The second-team picks for
UMR included seniors Kevin
at
offensive
Grlesmer

tackle, Dave Stephen at
receiver, Dennis Pirkle at
quarterback, Todd (Boom)
Fizer at linebacker and
Bruce Baughman at punter.
Junior running back Ralidy
Hauser rounded out the
UMR selections.
Those Miners making the
honorable mention list were
seniors Craig Thomas at
kicker, Joe Falke at running
back, Doug Kiethly at
noseguard and junior Scott
Stephens at tight end.
The Miner football team
ended its season in II tie for
second in the MIAA. Northeast repeated as champiOns for the second straight
year.
Complete team listings are
on page 16.

Ken

Curtis Gibson puts in two of his 22 points against Mo.-

Valley.
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In the Miners' first loss of
the
season
Oklahoma
Christian had the hot hand
from the floor and the line as
they converted 41-{)f-75 field
goals for a 55 percent
average and 12-{)f-16 free
throws for a 75 percent
In the final game of the
average. The Miners, on the
other hand, were as cold as tournament the Miners
ice from the field converting again had to go to overtime
only 29-0f-80 for a 36 percent to down Evangel College 79average. _
Oklahoma 75. UMR found its touch
Christian was led by their from the field canning 35-0fone-two punch of Orange and 64 field goals for a 55 percent
Brown who combined for 48 average. A balanced attack
points. Orange dominated was the strong point for the
the boards, pulling down 15 Miners as four players
rebounds and eight blocked scored in double figures.
shots while scoring 24 points. . Gibson led UMR with 17
points followed by Cannon
Gibson and McDowell were
with 16 points, McDowell
the only Miners in double
with 15 points and Wentz
figures scoring 17 and 10
with 14 points. Contributing
points respectively.
to a balanced attack, the
In the Miners' second Miners picked up their
game of the tournament they highest assist total of the
had to go to overtime to season with 27.
defeat
Missouri
Bible
The Miners square off with
College 71~. Curtis Gibson
and Rickie Cannon were the Lindenwood on Dec. 3 at the
big scorers for UMR with 24 Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
and 19 points, respectively. Building in a 7:30 p.rn.
Joey McDowell was the contest. The Miners will
" enforcer" on the boards have no rest though, with
pulling down 18 rebunds to Illinois College traveling to
lead' all players. UMR Rolla on Dec. 4 for another
converted 26-0f~ field (40 7:30p.m. contest.

Second at Evangel
By NANCY REITER

on top of a 76-73 mark. High
scorer for the home team
sophomore Stacey
The Lady Miners have was
started off their season this Stover with 16 points. She
year with a 3-and-l record, was followed by Laurie Behand a second-place spot in m (14) and Barb Howard
the Evangel Tournament (11) . Howard also topped the
held over Thanksgiving ' Miner rebounding effort with
11 pull-downs.
break.
Three days later the
In their first game, the
home opener against School women lengthened their
streak to two games by .
of the Ozarks Friday, Nov.
19, Miner fans saw a close
game with UMR finishing up

Bikesstartat$150
Completely assembled
and guaranteed.

Ow

percent average) but the
difference in the game came
at the line where the Miners
put down 19-0f-31 (61 percent
average). With the Miners
committing only 19 personal
fouls, Mo. Bible College was
kept away from the freethrow line long enough to
provide the difference in the
game. Mo. Bible College
17-{)f-26
free
converted
throws.

Lady Cagers

Christmas Bicycling Mag~zine, Cyclo .
Id , Computer, TourIng Gear, ClothIng
eas.
Complete line of bikes & accessories.
~,
P

gain fifth place in the
tourney by successive wins
against
Missouri
Bible
College
and
Evangel
College.

Pedal Power

310 E. 6th Rolla 364·2412
12-6 p.m. Sat. 10-6 p.m.

KHS

UNNEGA
BIANCHI
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trouncing Harris Stowe Th-49
in st. Louis. Freshman
Terry Bond took highscoring honors this time with
her 14-point game. Howard
scored 12 and Cecilia
Gutierrez counted for 10 of
the UMR total. Barb, again,
was first on the boards with
12 rebounds.
Thus, with a 2-{) record
behind them, the team went

into the -Evangel Tournament "with a super-good
attitude,"
according to
Coach Schulte. ''They were
looking for ways to win," she
stated, "where last year
they seemed to find ways to
lose. "
See "CAGERS"

PagelS

FORom II HaiR6esigoeRs ~

styling for men and women
We ?ffer you the finest in quality products, design hairstyling
permtng, coloring and conditioning. Just in time for the holidays
receive your designer perm or cut at a very affordable price. '

895 men's style

10 95 women's style

(shampoo , conditioner, cut & air forming)

Offers valid with Jana or Jay
Expires 12-31-82

)

28 95 'any perm
(including cut & style)

3
4 1-2668

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

1431 Hauck Dr.
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UMR Swimmers performing wei
By GIL KAUFFMANN

Missouri State, Eastern
Illinois and Arkansas-Little
Rock rounded out the
competition.

The UMR swim team
started off its 1982-83 season
" swimming very well,"
according to Coach Bob
Pease. On Nov. 19, the
Miners took fourth out of
seven teams in the second
annual Key Sport Shop
Classic.

All teams participating in
the meet, with the exceptions of UMR and Drury,
are NCAA Division I teams,
which accounted for much of
the stiff competition.

The meet was dominated
by
the
University of
Arkansas, with 492 points.
Mizzou took second with 321
points, followed by Drury
College at 249 and UMR with
166
points.
Southwest

Good performances in the
classic were turned in by
Derek Coon, Don Havey,
Da ve Wisdom and Paul
P e ri chich.
Coon placed
fourth , fifth and sixth in the
200- ,
100- and 5(}.yard

Attention
Track Athletes
The Miner indoor track
season will open on Jan. 29.
All interested athletes are
encouraged to contact head
track coach Dewey Allgood

at the athletic department in
the \ Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building, phone 3414106.

breaststroke, respectively.
Havey took sixth, seventh
and eighth in those same
races. Wisdom took fourth
place in the 100 butterfly and
fifth in the 50 fly . Peri chich
claimed sixth in both the 200
and 400 1M.

meter diving and '258.25
points in 3-meter diving.
at

Mizwu Dec. 3 and hosting
Drury College on Dec. 11,
will round out the team's
1982 action. Good luck to ro-

captains MIke Shive aac
Ralph ThieIklng, as well •
the rest of the squad, in theiJ
upcoming season.

The following day, the
Miners competed against the
same teams in the ninth
annual Key Sport Relays.
again
Arkansas
Once
domlnated,wlth Mizzou,
Drury, Eastern Illinois and
UMR taking second through
fifth.
The rela y team of Coon,
Harvey , Wisdom and Aria
paced the Miners, finishing
third in the 400 medley relay.
Wisdom, Scott Carney and
Jeff Germer took fourth in
the
300-yard
butterfly.
Perichich, Aria and Ed
Kruger placed fourth in the
300 breaststroke.
Coach Pease was pleased
with these performances, as
Rick Bennet
well as that of freshman
diver Jon Staley, who had Sigma Pi (above) will go to the volleyball playoffs, along with PIKA, GDI
scores of 246 points in 1- SlgmaNu.

Make it with US and
the skys the limit.

~~
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Coach
hat this ye
I\)mising.
!tumingiE
lie injury.

Looking for a chance to move in the
fast lane? Then check out Marine
Corps Aviation . The training is superb . The challenges are unique.
Your ticket to fly is your college

Capt. Jim Henderson

SUIte 208, Federal Building
Fayetteville, AR 72701
(501) 443-7810

r---..

See your Marine Corps Officer
diploma and your drive to succeed.
If you've got what it takes, you Selection Officer when he visits your
could be at the controls of anything campus or call him, at
from a Cobra to a Harrier to the the number listed~~ii~~
...
hottest thing flying, the F-18 Hornet. below, today.

I
I
I
I
I

Maybe you can be one of us.

ir

S~

i

MI

i

The Few. The Proud The Marines.

~~~~~~~~~~ Cia ssit ied s ~~~~~~~~~ C lassitied s !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'lI ........
As has been predicted since the beg!nnlng of the semester, THE
WORLD WILL END DECEMBER 13th. No one will be able to survlve
the arrival of the dreaded finals' week and anyone lucky enough to
lIve, will be maimed beyond all recognition. But there Is sUll time for
one last FUTILE and INSANE act. On Dec. 9, Delta Sig will hold the
"END OF THE WORLD" party from 8 p.m.-l a.m. Everyone Is
required to attend.

Dear Voices of Inspiration,
Thank you for all of your love, caring and thoughtfulness. Thanks to
friends like you and God on my side I have made It through the most
difficult time in my life.
Continue praising the Lord and spreading your love. Good luck next
semester and my prayers are always with you! God bless you!
With all my love,
CheryID.S.

~
To Lois Lane,
Fighting corruption is lonely business anyway. Ufe at the NortI
Pole is not the same without you. I miss you!
~llruids,

Super-- I ~ are (\)t

To all members of fourth Ooor (past and present>,
,.;"ous evetU
Air RaId, Pearl Harbor
;;:"'"ghl. Ma
Everybody gets bombed (especially last year's survivors).
"fire.
-The Third Stall Poets M1key" DaY

......

------~-------.
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from page 13
win. Schulte was pleased by
the ability of freshman
Terry Bond to keep her
composure early on in the

game, as well as with the
of
a
team's
handling
pressure defense at the end.
The women were down by

Intense play in the Miners opener. The Cagers are off to a 4-1 start.

Mark Vollmer

three, but came back for the
victory. Bond was highscorer at 14 with Kim
Murphy right behind with 12
points. Howard and Bond
shared reboWlding duties
with 13 each.
Saturday UMR suffered its
first loss in the championShip game against the
host Evangel team, which
Coach Schulte described as
"very tough on its home
court." The final score was
76-58. Turnovers seemed to
hurt the Miners, as they
allowed Evangel to have a
14-point rWI at one point in
the second half. Schulte
described the outcome of the
game as a combination of
UMR playing a poor game
and Evangel having a good
day on the court. Stover,
Howard and Murphy were
top scorers with 12, 11 and 10
points, respectively. Stover
had the most reboWlds, 11.
Murphy earned a spot on
the all-tournament team by
her performance in the two
games.
Coach Schulte was a bit
disappointed
with
the
second-place finish and felt
her team was, too. They
played a tough William
Woods team Wednesday,
and Lmdenwood in St. Louis
on Saturday at 5:30. Their
next home game is Tuesday,
Dec.7at7p.m.
.
roLf" _~DID YOU~ - ~I
' KNOWTHAT ... I ..

r"

Grapplers'· get going
By JACK SUPLEY
The
Missouri
Miner
wrestling team will open its
season tonight. The Miners
will travel to st. Louis to
compete in a dual with
Washington University. The
team would like to repeat
last year's match and start
off the season with a victory.
Coach Joe Keeton feels
that this year's team is very
promising. There are 10
returning lettermen and only
one injury. "We are a very

yOWlg team and most of
them are returning lettermen, therefore we have
youth and experience on our
side," states Coach Keeton.
The team finished third in
the conference last year with
Keeton being named "Coach
of the Year." Team captain
Scott Chalmers projected his
thoughts for this year, "We
had a strong finish at conference last year with a lot of
secondand
third-place
medalists. This year we hope
to get a few people through
to nationals."

r--------- COUPON----------,
Stucle~

Specials with Coupon

Haircuts $5
Short Perm & Cut $ 25
w. Also Trim Beards and Mustaches

MR. CHARLES COIFFURES
For Men & Women

r- J

J

-,

M-Club
SUBMI'ITED BY M-CLUB
The M-Club would like to
recognize Curtis Gibson of
the Miner basketball squad
as
UMR's
outstanding
athlete of this week. At the
Evangel Tournament, CurtIs

scored 58 points in three
games and had 20 reboWlds,
leading UMR to an overall
record of 4-1. For his excellent performance, CUrtis
was named to the all tournament team.
Congratulations Curtis!

serve one of our
dinners (No. 17). We
usually suggesl Ihal
Iwo people shore il.

I ~~ ~~:3'J.~~

I
I
I
I

Illefire.

The Knights of the ReaJm
P.S. A hot time is guaranteed for all.

• I

1

j.

~

Perfect Gifts
for Collectors

L __ ~:::':J'=.:"~ __ ..J

Music Boxes

WHY NOT
TAKE HOME
ONE OF RUBY'S

(Largest Selection)

Unicorns
Stuffed Animals
"Heathcliff" & "Arthur"
Shells • Clowns
Angels • Bells
Personality Ornaments
Dolls • Baskets
Artesania Rinconada Animals
Sillesculpts

ICE CREAM
PIES?
Forum Plaza
Shopping Center
Rolla, MO

L---------.cOuPO"'--------~~~if~ie~d::s-:::::::::::::::====~~
You are cordially invited to the first annual UMR Druid Roast, Dec.
4. This event wtJJ take place at the future sight of Stonehenge at
midnight. Master of ceremonies wtJJ be Satan, who wtJJ also provide

f.

Athlete of the week

306 E. 6th 364-6236

Dear Druids,

,.
~

Nancy Winkler

r.J II lakes Iwo plotters 10 ,

I
I
I
The wrestling team's next I

outing will be in Warrensburg on Dec. 11 in a dual
match against CMS.

,---,

, l

To all of the St. Patrick's Board selling products (green) for St.
Patrick's Day: It appears to me (as a student) that If you (St. Pat's
Board) would stop trying to force your products upon the students,
stop trying to "cut them down" for not buying, stop maklng rude
comments and gestures for them not buying and start trying to sell
your products by being friendly, nice and not doing the above mentioned, you would most likely sell more products and gain, instead of

1~,

potential customers.

Badgered Student
Are you going to the Who concert? Do you have room in your car for
an extra passenger? Are you a female beterosexual who weighs under
:IAlO pounds and Is cute? If you answered yes to two or more of these
questions, call Rob at 699-423l.
P.S. They're all WASTED!

--..

.rsdoy, I
Thursday, Dec. 2, 1ge! ~
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Soccer, Volleyballplayoff actio
By LARRY TIPl'ON
Well , the semester ts
getting down to its final
days, and so are in·
tramurals. Soccer has ended
its regular season and is
holding
final
games
tonight. Yolleyball action
ends tonight as well, and
playoffs will be next week.
In Division I soccer, Sig
met
MHA-East,
Nu

while Kappa Sig battled Phi
Kap in the other semi-final
game. A three-way tie for
first in Division II, League 2
made it a little more confusing for other playoff
games. Sig Pi won the coin
toss and faced Sig Chi Mu,
while Wesley bea t RHA 3"(),
and got to play Delta Sig last
night.
Yolleyball competition is

still going strong. There are at the playoffs!
of Sigma Pi 's soccer team player and team of the week expai
no longer
anyKap
undefeated
I.M.
NOTES
Ray
and_GDI
volleyball
are_
the
Congratulations!
· _ _ (be
teams,
as Phi
defeated . -_
__
_ _: _
_Kopsky
____
__
____
__
______

.JI_~ ~

GDI and Wesley beat CSA.

~a;:e~dan~~~t:da~~
Nu leads League 2 in

.Ob

MIAA All-Conference Teams ~;
1-""6--

Division I. CSA and FELA
are ahead in their respective
leagues in Division II.

I~

First T eam

nu"'''~

~,

'[fA

IJIiDatiJlg

Get pysched, and go
support your favorite teams

JIlPftitlOli
Offense

Defense

Receivers - Rich otte, senior, Northeast; Darryl Duncan, senior, Lincoln;
Richard Yaden, sophomore, Central.
Linemen - Paul Eckoff, junior, Northeast; Brian Neubauer, junior, Northeast ; Ted Banker, senior, Southeast ;
Kevin Collins, senior, Northeast; Mark
Matthews, senior, Central. QuarterbackTom Hayes, junior, Northeast. Backs Mike Shafer; sophomore, UMR ; Dale
DeBourge, junior, Northeast. Kicker
Dave Austinson, senior, Northeast.

Linemen - Bob Pressly, senior, UMR; JngIes tI
Elijah Lockhari, senior, Northeast; TIm.wed iii
GiJdehaus, senior, Northeast; Robert I W1~tb
A
Wallace, senior, Central ; West Martin,
junior, Central. Linebackers-ends - Paul .
Demzlk, senior, UMR ;
Dan Shelby,
junior, Northeast; Darren Smotherson,
senior, Lincoln. Backs - Randy Hauser,
senior, UMR; Kevin Cunningham, senior,
Northeast; Greg Mauck, senior, Central;
~
Wayne James, senior, Southeast. Punter
- D. Bormann, senior Northeast.

'I

f

A

Some yea
iM footbl

,yer of til

Second Team
Offense

Receivers - Dave stephens, UMR;
Bryan Shaw, Northwest; Jim Bauwens,
Central ; David Stewari, Southeast.
Linemen - Kevin Griesemer, UMR ; AI
Lierz, Southeast; AI Meinke, Northeast;
Jolrn Homeyer, Northeast ; Mike Schmidt,
Southeast; Jolrn Yancey, Northeast.
Quarterback - Dennts Pirkle, UMR.
Backs - Jim Prestwood, Southeast; Scott
Loveland, Central ; Randy Shed, UMR.
Kicker - Steve Huff, Central.
-

Quarterback Tom

~ no sui!

und An

.

. Defense

lunteered

Lrnemen - LlgO Letoh, Northeast; Ro) red playe
Pettibone, Northeast;. Rich Steinmetz. id, alIowl
Southeast; Doug Middleton, Central. ID YielD
Linebackers - Ends - Todd ~r, UMR; !Iory of It
Tracy Estes, Central ; Denrus Lockhart. also tJj
Southeast. Backs Mike Hargens. M-Club
Southeast ; Darren Blair, Northeast; e ani
Freddy Thompson, Northeast ; Kelt!:
0
Hubbard, Southeast. Punter - Bruce ~ays III
Baughman, UMR.
PIXIrtforl

f:;

llJisyear
CoaclH>f-the-Year .. Bruce Craddock, lIlI (fortli
Northeast.
) to De

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~;;;;;;;;;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;:;;;;;;;;;;~f~aWanl
ARE YOUR

SKIYAIL
Jan. 10-15

Special Low Rates for Vail's 20th Anniversary

ONLY $175
Complete Package Includes:

.

~~~~~:~S ~ ~ ~ 2~
~f -r~
~
M~"
'- :"
PROBLEMS

~a-

~I.'t~

\ ~.b

'~

J-

r

:.-r _

~~ ---'

0'" J\V"

from

·Roquetball roquets. balls & gloves
·Boll gloves & bats
.Weight lifting equipment
0

' !5C3pestal

u~

=4]

printed shirt you tell us & we' lI print it!

-Swe at su its & sweats

-6 days / S nights lodging at some of Vail's finest hotels and
condomin iums
-S days lift tickets at Vail and Beaver Creek
-All taxes and service charges
-Ski Jamboree Party
-Challenge Cup Race
-Mountain Picnic
-Prizes and Awards
-Optional Air or Charter Bus Available
For More Information Call :

Linda Hardesty-364-6993 or
Cathy Mueller-341-2479 or
1-800-392-2718

-Running suits

Detta Sig

:!:!
An

~~~
F or that perfect gift idea...
-Soy it with

rk~

hal
rth it; a
dbyaJI."

-Bo xi ng equipment

NOEP
BOD,

We do silkscreening,
custom printing , embroidery
& tronsfers on shirts .

Collisic
Poi
Auto

KEY -= '

SPORT
SHOP
1200 Pine Street , Rollo, MO. 364·5495
Moin Gote Shopping Center
St. Robert, MO, 336-4877

24
Wre

Specializing in Custom Silkscreening

Sen
Two r oommates needed for the spring sem ester in a Town and
Campus Apartment across from C.E. Rent will be $85/ month. Call
M ark or Ed at 364-5467 after 5 p.m .

Becky M ,
Happy Birthday ! ! Enjoy yourself ! !

REWARD : $50 for any more infonnation leading to my finding the
person who smashed the hell out of my red VW convertible without
r eporting it . This happened the Monday night before Thanksgiving
between 7 p.m. and midnight in the Computer ScIence parking lot.
To the person who " aCcidentally" hit my car, all I want is the
money to r epair It, otherwise when I find you (you were seen) , I 'm
going to string you up by the b - until you can't breathe.
Steve, 364-7089

Roommate wanted for spring semester to· share furnished fOU
bedroom house with three others. Walking distance from campti
Rent is $87 plus utilities. Call Nancy, Jean or Sue at 364-7218.
)

Sorry Guys, no more MD. The EpidemiC is OVER.
ThaI
WANTED : Roommates to share apartment across street fro!
campus, $82 per month, uWities included. Call 341·2878.
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64-

~. 63~
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M News
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IlSI

ByNANCYR.EITER
The expanded intramurals

.

~ JrIIIlt seems to be moving

~

aJong

IllS

right on schedule.

Volleyball, billiards and
table tennis action continue.
In League I volleyball play,
011 Omega has opened up a
commanding 4-() lead, as
AWS, ZTA and ABS are
doIIlinating
League
II
competition at this point.

~:~ UMa SIngles tennis has finally

r;
~~~ .
=~

r""""'l;

Til

The table tennis tournament is still too young to
call.

i
I
~ I

Intramural Soccer Standings
DMSIONI

spot and KD in third.
In billiards, !bere Is only a
singles bracket this year for
women. So far, Carol Morse
of TJ has won !be winner's
side of !be bracket, and will
play Becky Kovarik from
Stardusters for !be championshlp.

1

.j

League 2

Leaguel

W L

°SigNu
°PhlKap
Tech

6 1
5 2
4 3
4 3
4 3
3 4
1 6
1 6

Triangle
FELA

MIlA-West
SigTau

' II

DMSIONll
W L

°KappaSig
°MIIA-East
BetaSig
GDI

6
6
5
4
4

1
1

2

3
3
2 5
1 6
0 7

PiKA .

SigEp
LambdaChl
TJHA
°Clinched playoff spot.

~l

°DeitaSlg
°SigChlMu
Campus
CCH
Newman
KA
Vets
BSU
Viet

W L

League 2

0

°SigPi
°Wesley
RHA
Delta Tau
Theta Xi
AEPi
Acacia
PiKPhl

8
7
6
5
4
3

1
2
3
4

5

1 6
1 6
0 8

•

W L
6
6
6
4
3

1
1

1
3

I

' t,
i

,I
~

I

4

2 5
1 6
0 7

wrapped up with TJHA on
A WS at !be No. 2

~ toP with

12th
Man
~I~ Award

-,seni<f

lr!heasl'
b Ste· '

on, Ceo

IFizer

ps ~khar

Harg~
Northe
I; K

!We

!r -

B9

Some years ago at a Texas
A&M football game, !be star
player of the team was hurl
and no substitute could be
found. An enthusiastic fan
volunteered to take !be injured player's place on the
Ileld, allowing the teapJ. to go
01\ to victory. Such is the
history of the 12th man; and
il Is also the inspiration for
the M-Club 12th Man AWard.
1be award is given annually
to the organization which
displays the .most fervent
support for Miner football.
This year !be award was
given (for the third year in a
row) to Delta Sigma Phi.
1be award was presented at
!be last Miner football game
against SEMO, Nov. 9. Delta
III 12th Man Chairman Ray
SIesinski noted, "We all
worked hard, but it was
worth it; a good time was
IIad by all." Congratulations
to Delta Sig in their support
of our team.

Answer

from page7
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Nothing Else Feels Like Navy Flying.
~.;.....-

.....-

z..,-=:-~~~

The thunderous roar
making authority and
of jet engines rolls
management responacross the carrier's
sibility you have as an
flight deck.
officer in the Navy.
Throttles are at
On the ground, as
f~l power, and you're
a Navy officer, you
waiting for the signal
work with and supervise
to launch.
today's most highly
skilled aviation professionals. In the air,
Now. The catapult fires. G forces
as part of the naval aviation team, you
press you back into your seat. Suddenly,
you're flying low and fast over the open
have about the mOst exciting job anyone
can have.
sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds .
Nothing else feels like Navy flying.
It's a uniquely rewarding job with
Nothing. And when you become a pilot or pay to match. You start at $18,000 a year
flight officer you're at the very heart of it. -more than the average corporation
pays you just out of college. After four
Once you've earned your wings,
the Navy puts you in full control of a multi- years, With regular Navy promotions
and pay increases, your annual salary
million-dollar supersophisticated
combination of jet aircraft and electronic climbs to $30,400. That's over and above
wizardry.
a full package of benefits and privileges.
Find out how much more a job in
And Navy training makes sure
you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the
coupon. No other job
training gives you the
-;;;v7o;;o;;:u-;:;;~ - - - -w~ 1 gives you the kind of
navigation, aerodynamINFORMATION CENTER
I leadership experience
ics and other techniP.O. Box 5000. Clifton. NJ 07015
o Please send me more information about becom· I or fast responsibility
cal know-how you need.
ing a member of the Naval Aviation Tham . (0A) I
you get as part of the
Leadership and
Name_=_---;=::-;;:;::-;-_--;-:::;-_ _
First
(Please Print I
Last
I
naval aviation team.
professional schooling
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. H' _ _ __
And
nothing else feels
prepare you for the
City _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Z i p _ _ _ I
like
Navy
flying .
immediate decisionI Age_ _ tCollege/ University_ _ __ _

r

it!

THE
INDEPENDENT

enf

BODY SHOP
Collision Repair
Painting
Auto Gloss
. . , . . turethe

-

"'Te'-Z--L-IN--e-R'

Iocty end Ireme eliQnment system

~95

"ing

~

E:1
t'OI!11
ef

7218.

11

r~l

t GPA _ _ _ __

.&M ajor/ M inor_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

CHleF.~

-

*-Vear in Coll ege

I
I
I
L ::::::.s

24 Hour
Wrecker
Service

PHONE
364-3133
Hwy. 63 N. Rolla. MO

.

L.--J .>-~-

P hone

Number' ~

==:;----o:::;""--::-:-:cr::;;---

(Ares Code)
Best Time to Cal l
T his i!l for general recruitment information . You do not have to
furnis h a ny of the information requested . Of cou rse. the more we
know, the more we can heir to determine the kinds of Navy posi: : ' :'h : : : : a : : _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I
I
I

J

Navy Officers

Get Besponsibil~ty Fast.
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MISSOURI MINER

Intramural Volleyball Standings
WOMEN
DMSlONI
Leaguel
SigPi
PiKA
TKE
SigTau
Triangle
DeltaSig
TJHA
KA

WL
5 1
5 1
4 2
4 2
2 4
2 5
4
5

Leaguel
ChiO.
RHA
TJHA
Wesley
White Stars

WL
7 1
5 1
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 4
3 4
3 5
o 6

League 2
GDI
SigNu
BetaSlg
SlgEp
RHA
Lambda Chi
KappaSig
PhlKap
DeJtaTau

WL
4
2
1
0
0

0
1
1
2
3

WL

League 2
ZTA
AWS
ABS
KD
Stardusters
GDI

2
2
2
1

0
0
1
2
1 2
0 }

1M Volleyball Schedule
DIVISION II
League 1
CSA

Wesley
Newman
Viet
CCH
SigChiMu
Campus
BSU
ABS

W L
6
4
4
4
4
3
3
1
0

1
2

2
2

4
4
4
6
6

League 2

WL
6 1
5 1
5 1
3 4
3 4
3 5
2 4

FELA
Tech
AEPi
KAPsi
ISC
APhiA
MHA-East
Vets
Theta Xi

COURT 1
Dec. 2

7:45
8:45
9:45
10 :45

Dec. 6

7:45
8:45
9:45

1 3

o

COURT 2

'RHA-TJHA
'Wesley-White Stars
*KD-AWS
Theta Xi-AE Pi

*ABS-ZTA
*Stardusters-GDI
Beta Sig-8ig Ep
Vets-Tech

Theta Xi-FELA
ABS-Viet

Vets-KAPsi
Sig Nu-Kap Sig
Wesley-Sig Chi Mu

6

1982 Miners InAction

Marl< Vollmer

Faulkner' 5 Beve·rage
& Mini Mart

STUDENT ROOMS FOR RENT
Private

Rolla's Coldest Beer
Ice-Gas-Snacks
DOMESTIC & IMPORTED WINES

Rent Includes: -Water & Electric
-Air·conditioning
Inquire at
-Electric heat
1104 N. Rollo -Carpet
Located at
·Private entrance
1102 N . Rolla ·Jacksfortelephone&
coble TV (optional)

364-6762
1808 N. Bishop (across from Sambos)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

Forum Plaza Shopping Center

Classified s

Ride wanted to south Ohio or general area for winter break - can
leave Dec. 17, Friday. Will help with gas. Contact Dan at 364-9895 in
Room 10.
Dear Clark and Derek aka: Cluck and Dork,

Because of your actions your days have changed from many to few.
You obviously have not read the definition of freshmen, part of which
says that freshmen should not mess with upper classmen or make

for Men

Across the street from the University Center East.

364-3214

Z,

~I

•

Classifieds

total a-oles of themselves to the majority of the house.
P.S. Beware the ides of December.
Dorm Justice Society
Freshmen Torture'Council
P.H., C.N.D., P.O., C.W., N.D.L. , W.P. , B.D. H.C.J.
K.C. roommate wanted, looking to share apartment wlth som~ne
this spring. Call 341-3896.

I
I

Men of Sigma Chi Mu,
Happy 2nd Anniversary! !
May your following years be as enriching as your first two.
.

Th
expe

Illear

COl

I IVha
I

WlthLo"
LittleSlgrtll

3

I t\

WANTED: Someone to rent room for spring semester. RooJI\ I
furnished and close to campus, $80 a month. Call Ginny at 341-:11)68. ~ .......

.....

--------------~
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I Hair by...

I Hair It Is

Eo.t.

I
z
~

I
8aM~.~~·::~ing I

L.T.D.

$2.00 OFF
any cut & style

!

8

The holidays are coming! Our hairsfyling
~
experts specialize in European styling (which 0
\.l means soft, natural·looking
I
2i
I
styles).
~
I
I
Come in today and see
~~
I
what we can do for you.
.
.#:
)

5

I

!I

I

364-7130

~~

4' I

L.. __________ COUPON _________ - II

D

2

a

9
TAVERN
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UMR Students!

GO

Ad effective thru Saturday Night,

"umbo<', 19" .

Let's ering
REG . OR LlGH1

.

O\d Mi\wau\(ee

.

KROGER

\flefJ

Meat
Wieners

99

=v~~
~ce

~
1be
miCh will

,owe ~

flJ

Cans

N\OUNl AIN DEW

8$ 29

SAUSAGE •

L--_-=-_ _

•

American
Cheese food

$

79

Pkg.

INDIVIDUAllY
WRAPPED SLICES

IJXIwer I

zOn

lXhes I
!iingbegi

SERVE 'n' SAVE .
SLICED
LUNCHMEATS ~:::

Just fOr YOU

CINNAMON
SWIRLS

FRESH BAKED

COOKIES
1 DOZEN

$1··
$1··

ANY FLAVOR
CHEESEBALL
LB •

DOZEN

12 DOZ . 11.99 I 3 DOZ . 12 .981

DOU8LE CHOCO . CH IP , IUGAR.
CHOCU. CHI P. OATMEAL RAISIN OR
PEANUT 8UITER

1)~eate't

fIw

CAllfORNIA 113 SIZE

COST CUTTER BRAND
ROUND TOP SLICED

WHITE BREAD
20·01. LOAF

16·0x.

lR~~'

The Best
of the Fresh
FRESH FRIED

KROGER

~

$1 39'

PLUS
DEPOSI1

Bt\s.

Hyou "J
i:!ftalalll
ISiC!d lha

;,a

COST CUTTER BRAND

PORK

ByDA

99

I

Diet or Reg. '
Pepsi Cola
16·0x.

1

.~ of ~

(12 PACK)

12·0x.

BY IE
SPI

.

Beet

$

s

FOr the BeSt of Everything
Including the Cost Cutter Price

IIC

NAVEL
ORANGES • • • • • • •
TEXAS

RUBY RED
GRAPEFRUIT. • • • •
U.S. NO . 1 FANCY

RED
DELICIOUS
APPLES . ..... . ..

K~ert

GcvuWt
.

8 $1 00
5 $1 00
For

3

For

Lb .
hg

88~

)

I

...

_.
<

)

j

't

.

..

